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WATSON & SON'S NEW MICROSCOPES & APPARATUS.
WATSON'S Xew Parachromatic Oil Immersion Con- £> s. d.

denser. i'3o N.A.. aplanatic Aperture, 1*25 N.A.,
undoubtedly the best condenser yet produced for

high-power work. Complete with Iris mount 6 10

Optical part only 500
WEST'S Table' Stage, as described in "Microscopy"

column. Science-Gossip, June, 1S99 17 6

WATSON'S Van Heurck Microscope
WATSON'S Edinburgh Student's Microscope .

.

WATSON'S " Fram "' Microscope
For Field AVork :

BOTANY.—Very strong Digger with leather cover .. 3

Field Books, with thick bibulous pads, wooden
boards and straps -. -. - 029

Vasculum, Japanned tin, with shoulder straps
2 sizes, each 3s. and 3 6

GEOLOGY.—Geological Hammers ..2s. 6d. and 3 6

Watson's Illustrated Catalogue of MIscroscopes (No. 2), containing full particulars of the above, forwarded post free on application.

Watson's CatalOJiue (No. 3), is a Classified List representing a stock oi over 40,000 first-class specimens. Post free on application.

"W. WATSON & SONS, (Sstablisbct IS37), Opticians to H.IM. Government,
313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

New Branch Now Open: 16. FORREST ROAD. EDINBURGH. And at 78. Swanston Street. Melbourne, Australia.
A-MardedJQ Gold and other Mcdah at the principal hiiersiational Exhibitions of tJic World.

Micro: Objects: £, s. d.
Anatomy of a Leaf (9 pieces), arranged on one slide .

.

2 6
Section throug^h entire Bud of Lily, showing ovary,

anthers, petals, pollen grains, &c. .

.

2
Set of 24 Botanical Slides (elementary tissues), specially

"

arranged for the use of students, in case .

.

14
Set of 12 Slides, illustrating structure of Typical Rocks 18 '

Ditto ditto Physiography' .. 14 6
Genus Diatomaceffi Slides, consisting of several species

of one genua

—

Navicula, 100 species, 7s. 6d. ; Aulacodiscus, 25 species 12 6
Pleurosigma . . 50 species, 15s. ; Surirella. 50 ,, 7 6'
Coscinodiscus, 100 species, 7s. Gd.; Triceratium,5o ,, 7 6

METAMORPHOSES.—Actual specimens arranged and labelled
in museum jars to illustrate life histories. List of subjects on '

application.

MINERALS, ORES, ROCKS,

FOSSILS, &c.
" what they aro." and " Where they arefound.

In this " Elemenlan' GeoloRical Series " are five sets, each set

containing .20 named and located specimens, -with descriptive

notes. In cases 11 x 7 x li, postjrec, 3s.

SET No. 26.—" Metallic Mhiirah." contains 20 named Sjieci-

mens of Metallic .Minerals and Ores, in which the principal

i^roups are represented, including Ores of copper, iron, leads

zinc, tin, &c. .. .. .. .. - 2s. 6d.

SET No. 27.— " Earthy . jMinerals." contains 20 named Speci-

mens of Earthy .Minerals, including Fluor, Apatite, Felspar,

Talc, Hornblende, &c. .

.

.

.

.

.

2s. 6d.

SET No. 28.—" fzneojis Rocks, " contains 20 named Specimens

nf Ijineous, Volcanic, and .Metamorpliic Rocks, including;

Obsidian. Trachyte, Granite, Lava, Basalt, &c. .

.

2?. 6d.

SETJ^o. 29.^ " Sediwex/ary Jiocks" contains 20 named Speci-

mens of- Sedimentary Rocks, including Crag. Gault. Oolite,

Lias. Limestone, Sandstone, &c. .

.

.

.

2s. 6d.

SET No. ZO.— " Fossih." contains 20 named Specimens of

British and i.tlier Fossils, including examples from Crag,

I'Xicene, Gault, Oolite, Carboniferous, &c. .

.

2s. 6d.

The air^'e 100 Specimens of Minerals, fast /ree, 12s. 6d.

SET No. \5S.— " Prcciotis Stoiu-s," contains 20 well-known

examples of stones m use tor jewellery and ornamentation, as

found in nature, from various parts of the world, with their

specific localities, &c. 5s. Od.. or post free. 5s. 6d.

See Editorial yoticc. January Xo. of Scx^^C-e.-COf.sn:'

and -writeforfull Cataleigue postjrce.

COX & CO., 99 & 1 OIJEUV OXFORD ST., LONDON,

Second Volume Xov.' Ready.

APPLIED GEOLOGY.
Complete Work 7s. 6d. Post Free.

By J. V. ELSDEN, B.Sc. (London), F.G.S.

Demy Svo, bcaind in clolli. Profusely illustrated.

I

THE QUARRY PUBLISHING CO., LTD.

9, Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.

W. F. H. ROSENBERG,
i-i'avcllcr='(HaturaU5t,

48a, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W,C,

Every dlescription of Natural History Apparatus.

CDC 3POUJ19 Collector's Outfit,
CONT.ilXING

Butterfly Net. Pocket Box. Relaxing Box, Larva Box. Three
Setting^ Boards (various sizes). Store Box, ^lixed Pin^i, Killing-

Bottle. Setting Needle, Clip Bo.xes, Blow-pipe and Egg- Drill.

Price, 10s. 6d. complete. niustraUd Catalo-.juc o/ Jf^aratnspost rr-:c.

BECK'S HEW "BRITISH
STUDENTS' " MICROSCOPES.

No. ^5.—Stand Ir.s diaphragm Xo. 36.—Stand, Iris diaphra.am No. 57.—Stand. Iris diaphragm
and maho^anv case. and mahogany case. and niaho::anv case.

£3 I2S. '6d. i'4 7s. 6d. i5 lis. 6d.
New One-twelfth I.nch Oil Immersion Object Glass. N'A fO £4.
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MKTl'-.ORI TKS.

Kv |Mil\ r. CARKlNtiTON.

A HKiKNT ins|)(.'<;tiini of ihc niafjniliccnl privalc

'^ ciillcctiDii iif nifleuritfs, valued al nearly four

ihousanfl pounds Stirling, and formed by Mr.

James R. ('<re}4<>ry, of i, Kelso Place, Kensington,

Lonilon, suggested the thought that the readers of

" SilKNCE-GossiP " may be interested in learning

more about these mysterious wanderers from the

unknown. It is probably the finest private collec-

tion in existence, having occupied the owner about

forty years in assiduous search for meteorites. It

contains some 550 specimens, representing upwards

of 400 distinct falls, including types of great rarity.

An important feature is the representation of many
of the earlier falls, examples of which are now ex-

downs. These are supposed by some people to be

meteorites, as are also belemnites from the oolite

anil lias. They arc, however, of terrestrial, not

uranic, origin. Though there are instances of

meteorites having fallen during thunderstorms, it

is only coincidence, and the one has no connection

with the other.

Falls of meteorites were recorded in ancient times

by early writers in Chinese, Hebrew, Greek and

Roman literature, yet no scientific attempt was

made to investigate the phenomena until the com-

mencement of the [)resent century. In fact, even

then, very few people believed that such visitants

to our earth came from the sky. They were looked

jJMWW

^^r-

'Ml.^S^

,\i.i. OK OcHANSK Meteoriti;, RlSSIA, ArCI'KT y^. 1K87,

a.— Inhere -witnessed to/alt.

I

teedingly difEcult to obtain. In the collection are

whole or portions of ^^5 stony meteorites, 155

meteoric irons and 24 siderolites. Before proceed-

ing further with a description of the Gregory col-

lection of meteorites, it may be well to give some

account of what is known of these visitants from

space. The word meteorite is adopted in most

European languages for a mineral or metallic mass

of exlra-tcrrestrial origin that has fallen from space.

The word aiirolite was once generally used in the

older literature of the subject. Such a mass was

also very rarely described as a uranolite or a

bolide. Meteorolite has the same application, but

is not now often used. The term thunderbolt is

applied by ignorant peasantry to masses of iron

pyrites, occurring as crystalline nodules on chalk

.'\i'<:., 1S99.—No. 6,;. Vol. VI.
1

upon as the inventions of fertile imaginations.

Wl en the stones themselves were produced, in

general appearance they closely resembled other

stones or masses of metal, and no indication was
forthcoming that they were not of this world. Even
when immediatelv fallen with accompanying noise

and bla/e of light, a stone n\eteorite may feel to

the hand intensely cold. This is to be accounted

for by the fact that they come from the region of

space, where heat is unknown, excepting from re-

flected sun rays. Though the outer surface of the

meteorite is ablaze through the friction of our atmo-

sphere, the length of time occupied in passing the

earth's gaseous envelope is so small that the heat

is instantly absorbed by the cold mass. It is stated

on good authority that several persons handled a
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stone which was seen to fall at Dhuramsala, in the

Punjab. To their great surprise, these people

found the meteorolite so intensely cold that it was
unpleasant to handle. This unexpected charac-

teristic of newly-fallen stones, coupled with their

apparently unnatural source, led in ancient times

to much superstition, and a general disbelief in

their true origin.

One of the earliest meteorites of which there is

any record, is reverenced by the Moslems as of

Divine origin. It is built into the north-eastern

corner of the wall of the Kaaba at Mecca. This

stone has been more than once examined by
specialists in the study of meteorites and pro-

nounced to be genuine. It was not until the middle
and end of the 15th century that we got anything

like a trustworthy account of the fall of meteor-

ites. One of the most celebrated fell on the 7th

of November, 1492, according to a document Icept

in the parish church of Ensisheim in Alsace. It

earth from space, men of education and such scien-

tific training as was available, declined to believe in-

meteorites reaching this planet. If, said they, the-

stones did come down at all, they came from somo
volcano, even those of the moon being suggested.

About a hundred and fifty years ago attention

began to be given to the subject, and since then

information has been more or less systematically

collected on the fall of meteorites. Among the

best known is one that fell at Luce, in France, on

September 3rd, 1768. Four years later this vvras-

examined by two gentlemen sent by the French

Academy, who reported that it was a stone which

had been struck by lightning.

In r772, the eminent traveller Pallas had brought

to his notice a mass of iron weighing about

i,5oolb. This was found on the surface of Mount
Kemirs, near Abekansk, in Siberia. No iron

occurs in the neighbourhood. It was stated by the-

Tartars to be "a holy thing sent from Heaven,"

You.NDEGiN Meteoric Iron Mass, weighing z,o^s,\.k.

states:
—"A singular miracle happened, for be-

tween II and 12 iri the forenoon, with a loud crash

of thunder and a lasting noise heard afar off, there

fell near the town of Ensisheim a stone weighing

26glb. It was seen by a child to strike the ground

in a field near the Canton called Gisgaud, wdiere it

made a hole of more than jft. deep. It was trans-

ported to the church as a miraculous object. The
noise was heard so distinctly at Lucerne, Villing,

and many other places, that in each it was thought

that some houses had fallen. King Maximilian,

who was then at Ensisheim, had the stone carried _

to the Castle. After breaking off two piece?, one

for Duke Sigismund of Austria, and the other for

himself, the King forbade further damage, and

ordered the stone to be suspended in the church."

After deportation for a time to the Library at

Colmar, this meteorite was returned, and yet hangs

above the choir of the church.

Still, in the face of this and other apparently

authentic evidences of mineral masses reaching the

and is now in the Museum at St. Petersburg, being
known as the Pallas-iron.

In the Pavilion of the mineral department at the
British Museum, Cromwell Road, London, is part
of a mass of iron, weighing 1,^00 lb. It was
found, in r783, in the province of Tucuman, in

South America. The whole bulk from which this

specimen originated is estimated to have weighed
no less than 30,0001b., and seems without doubt
to have' been an immense siderite. In 1794, on
the 17th June, there was quite a shower of stones
in the neighbourhood of Siena, in Tuscany. This-
is one of the cases of coincidence with a thunder-
storm. About a dozen of these were found, but at
the time were attributed to an eruption of Vesuvius.
On December 13th, 1795, a stone weighing

561b. fell within ten yards from a man who was
working at Wold Cottage, Thwing, in Yorkshire.
It buried itself through twelve inches of soil, six
inches further into the solid chalk. On the evening
of December 19th, 1798, another shower of stones.
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fell ;ii Krakliut, near Benares, in India. The space. In 1803, however, scientibc upiniuu cliaii^eii

womler of the inhribltanls was the greater, because in consequence of a great fall of stones in France,
(hey came from a [jcrfcclly blue sky. on Tucsilay, 26th of April of that year, at IWigle,

In 1802, Kilwanl Hiiwanl, who hail paiil some in the department of Orne. This was accompanied
:it(t'nliiin to the subject, obtained fr.igments from by a violent series of explosions in a comparatively
the stones of Wold Cottage, Benares ami Siena, clear sky, so loud as to be heard for seventy-five

and also of one from Tabor, in Bohemia. He miles around. The eminent phvsicist Biot, a

.\N\vriit:K PoRTio.N" oi" YocNDEGix Iron Mass. weight 3S3LP.

then examined them chemically and mineralogi-
cally, and read a paper on the results before the
Royal Society, on Ffbruary 25th, 1802. This
appears to have been the first real attempt to scien-
tifically investigate the question of the origin of
these fallen stones. With that paper, it mav be
said the scientific investigation of meteorites com-
menced. Still, they were considereil to be of
earthly origin, though a German, named Chl.idni,
had, in 1794, st.Ue.l his belief thev came from

Member of the I-rench Academv, was sent, at the
request of that body, by the Minister of the Interior
to investigate the matter. He was satisfied of

their celestial origin, and estimated that from two
thousand to three thousand stones fell in an ellipse

of six or seven miles long, by two miles broad.
Since the issue of Biot's very exhaustive report on
this fall, the world of science has accepted the
theory of the e.\lr.i-terrestrial origin of meteorites,
notwithstanding the fact that no element or mineral
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substance has been found in any of them which is

not known on this earth.

Meteorites may roughly be divided into three

divisions for convenience of arrangement. They
are :

—
(a) Meteoric stones or meteorites proper ; that

is, a stony mineral mass through which is generally

disseminated metallic particles of iron, combined
with about 7 per cent, of nickel.

(6) Siderolites ; a mixture of stony mineral matter

and iron in about equal quantities. These sidero-

lites may be subdivided into (i) what are known as

Pallasites, types similar to the iron mass described

by Pallas from Siberia; and (2) whetj the stony

matter and metal are more minutely divided.

(c) Holosiderites, siderites, or iron-masses.—This

iron also contains about 7 per cent, of nickel.

The first class (a), meteoric stones, are of many
varieties from hard mineral combinations to soft,

«arthy and friable carbonaceous materials. These
latter forms are very black in colour, and do not

contain any iron. Only about a dozen of this type

of meteorites are knowm. An uncommon form is

The causes of the limited records of falls pre-

vious to the nineteenth century are various. Of

course, in the olden days the population was sparse

and ignorant in country districts. This still applies

to a large portion of the world, and doubtless many
falls occur at the present time on land and sea,

which are never noticed. That falls are as frequent

now is undoubted, for hardly a year passes without

several being recorded with more or less detail from

some part of the world. When examining the

records of falls in connection with the countries

where they occurred, it will be found that most are

reported from those where the largest populations

are spread over them. As an ^^nstance of what. is

meant, some little time ago India showed seventy

records, and North America no less than 212, many
being comparatively recent ; while the whole of

Africa produced no more than a couple of dozen

instances. Many of those from America are iron

masses, and it is a curious fact that few of these

holosiderites have been seen to fall in any part of

the world.

The two most modern British falls are

From Merceditas, Chili, 1S84.

Etched Meteoric Iron, Show

one of a hard, black, carbonaceous stone, some-
times containing traces of iron. The second (6) and
third (c) sections will be described and illustrated a

little later in this paper.

Following the above arrangement, meteorites are

dealt with in chronological order, by the dates of

their respective falls. They are known by the

names of the localities where found. It is very

seldom that a private collector can afford the luxury

of a whole specimen, having, as a rule, to be satis-

fied with small pieces, or even microscopic sections

of some of the rarer types. As may be naturally

expected, the earlier falls are now most difHcuIt to

represent in a new collection, and future students

will have to depend on present collectors for these

examples. In fact, considering how little was
known of the subject previous to this century, and
the small interest taken by scientific collectors in

these stones, the wonder is that so many have been
preserved for present study. As a rule they passed

from the finder into the hands of the local country

magnate, or clergyman, being of temporary in-

terest, soon to be forgotten bv the next generation.

From Laurens Cocntv. 1857.

iNG WidmannsTatten Figures,

one in 1S76, at Rowton, near Wellington, in Shrop-
shire. It fell upon a farm, and having been a mass
of metal, was claimed as a treasure trove by the

Duke of Cleveland, who presented it to the British

Museum. The other was seen in 1881, by a signal-

man, to strike the embankment of the North-
Eastern Railway, near Middlesbrough. It is the

property of that railway company, and is deposited
in the Newcastle-on-Tyne Museum.
A feature that strikes one in overlooking such

an extensive collection as Mr. Gregory's, is the
very shallow incrustation caused by the intense heat
of air friction. The outer surface in the case of
stony forms is often blackened to a depth of no
more than the thickness of the page on which this

is printed ; though sometimes to the depth of a
2oth of an inch, and there are cases where the
surface is striated and seared by the air in passing
over the molten surface, showing the exact position
and direction of the meteorite in falling. The small
incrustation has already been explained by the very
short time occupied in passing through the earth's

atmospheric envelope. The speed is computed at
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troin ten miles lo fifty miles per scconri, ilicre thus

l)cinf; nut suiricieni limr for tlie heal to allect the

whole mass.

It appears to he ilouhtful whether meteors be*

lome visible lo human eyes at a greater heij^ht

than 100 miles above the earth's surface. The
majurily disappear, being consumed by their fric-

tion with our atmosphere before reaching twenty-

five miles above us. If they come nearer they

generally reach the earth in the form of meteorites.

Immense numbers of bodies are travelling in

space in the same way as are planets and comets

around the sun. They may be solitary individuals,

or associated in large " flocks " as are the Leonids

and Andromeds. The meteor orbit is much ex-

tended, as in the case of comets. Meteoroids are

often coincident with the arrival of comets, but

occur either before or after those celestial bodies.

These meteoroids, therefore, must not be supposed

to be the comet's tail. They form a class in them-

selves, and are hardly ever known to reach the

earth's surface. That meteorites do fall about the

time of a comet's contiguity with the earth has

been known, as instanced in the case of one of rare

constitution that fell at Mazapil, in Me.\ico, on

November 27th, 1885, when Biela's lost comet was

due in proximity with ilie earth.

Meteorites vary greatly in size, the majority being

small ; that is, from a few grammes lo a few pounds

in weight, and one exceeiling loolb. is exceptional.

.Still, some of much greater weight are known, there

being one in the \'ienna collection upwards of

6oolb. in weight. The figure on j)age 66 is an iron

mass that passed through Mr. Gregory's hands that

weighed no less than j,0441b. It was found at

Viiundegin, in Western Australia, anil was even-

tually purchased for (he Vienna collection for a

sum of ;i"5oo.

The holosiderites, or iron masses, occur of nuuli

larger size than any known stone meteorites.

l"ig. 3 is another of the same fall that was obtained

by Mr. Gregory. We have all heard of Peary's

Greenlanil mass of meteoric iron weighing about

ICO tons, now on view in the United States. .\

storv ran the rounil of the newspapers a few months

ago to the effect that one had fallen in South

Africa that was as large as St. Paul's Cathedral, in

London ; but no more has been heard of it.

Already one has been mentioned as having fallen

in South .\merica that was estimated to weigh

3o,ooolb. It is doubtful whether the "shooting

.stars" which .suddenly appear and then almost in-

stantly " go out," arc larger than coarse grains of

s.ind, or the size of peas at most.

The constitution of the iron in meteorites is quite

characteristic and readily identified. It varies

largely in quantity in different falls, some being

almost free, and others having minute specks in

the stony matter. .-\11 meteorites containing iron

have more or less indicatiims of nickel in associa-

tion. Meteoric iron when cut and polished, and

then etched with acids, shows some beautiful silver/

designs, which are known as Widmannslatten

figures. The iron unafTected by the acid exhibits

a number of irregularly parallel bars lying at times

along the faces of a regular octahedron. We re-

produce in I'igs. 4 an<l 5 phiitograplis of two of

these sections, selecteil from Mr. Gregory's collcc-

ticm. This peculiarity of the iron is an unfailing

test of meteoric origin.

Other constituents of meteorites and phenomena
connected with them will be mentioned next month,

when I propose to conclude with a description of

the Gregory collection in some detail.

(To he cnntinund.)

FI.OWKR.S IX AUGUST.
H\ S. .\i.iii;Kr VVkbb.

"L^OK the benefit of young Students of field-botany,

'-
I ha\c drawn up a list of a few of the more

readily examined plants that may generally be found

blooming in Augu.st. These, for the convenience of

beginners, I have made typical of their respective

families ; so that a knowledge of their characters will

lead lo the identification of others less common
or more obscure in the various families. If the

beginner becomes familiar with the points necessary

for classifying those mentioned below, he will have

acquired considerable botanical information, and

taken the first steps towards a critical knowledge ot

our native plants, and their exotic allies. No
attempt has been made to enumerate all the flowers

of .\ugust, only characteri.slic examples being chosen.

IiOKAc;iNi;AK : Flowers in a spike. Calyx 5.

Corolla 5. .Stamens 5 on the con-lla. Ovary .superior.

Forget-me-not [Afyosotis paliistris), to be found in

watery places. Field scorpion-grass (Afyosotis

aii'ciisis), in woods, hedges, etc.

Cami'ANLI.aceaf. : Calyx 5. Corolla 5. Stamens

5, on the ovary. Ovary inferior. Canterbury-bell

(Caiiipanula tmrlidiiim). in woods, hedges, etc.,

especially on chalky soils. \'ery rare. Harebell

(Catiipaiiiita rotiiin/i/olia), common in fields, com-

mons, and by hedges.

CAr'RiFOl.lAcKAK : Calyx 4 or 5, joined to ovar)'.

Corolla 4 or 5 cleft. Stamens 4 or 5 on corolla.

Ovary inferior. Honeysuckle ( I.oiiiicra fcyicly-

meiium ), growing over hedges, etc.

CARYOi'HVlLliAE : Flowers regular. Calyx 4 or

5. Corolla 4 or 5. .Stamens 4 or 5 or more.

Ovary superior. Bladder campion (Sitcnc inJJala),

in hedge-rows, fields, chalk-downs, etc. White
campion (Lydiiiis vcspcrliiia), hedge-rows, clover-

fields, etc. Pink campion ( L. liiiinia ), on hedge-banks

and other shady places. Corn cockle (L. git/ia^o),

to be found in harvest fields.

CisTiNEAE : Flowers regular. Calyx 5, 3 larger

than the remaining 2. Corolla 5. Stamens numerous.

Ovary superior. Rock-rose (Hclianthcmtim viilgarc),

on dry banks, especially on limestone and chalk

formations.

Co.Mi'OsiTAE : Flowers in a head. Calyx o, or

with pappus. Corolla funnel-.shaped, etc., or wanting.

Stamens 5 on corolla. Ovary inferior. Milfoil
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(Adiillea millcfoliiiin), on hedge-banks, waste

places, etc. Tansy (Tanacctiiin vulgare), in waste

places and by streams. ^Burdock (Arctiwn lappa), in

hedge-rows, woods, and waste places. Saw-wort

(Scn-afida lincloria), in woods and round bushes.

Nodding thistle ( Cardtms nutans), on hills and in

open ground. Spear-thistle (Cnicns lanccolatus),

on waysides and in pastures. Dwarf thistle ( C.

acaulis), in dry pastures and on chalk-downs.

Michaelmas daisy (Aster tripoliuni), on salt-marshes.

Flea-bane (Erigeron acre), in damp situations, in

fields, and by roadsides. Corn marigold (Chrysan-

theinum segetuin), in cornfields.

Co NVOLVU LACEAE : Calyx 5. Corolla 5.

Stamens 5. Carpels 2 or 3, celled. Convolvulus

( Convolvuhts ai-oensis), on cultivated ground.

Crassulaceae : Calyx composed of many sepals

united. Corolla of many petals inserted to calyx.

Stamens many. Carpels many. Ovary superior.

The number of the individual parts does not exceed

20. Navel-wort (Cotyledon iwibilicns), on rocks and

walls by the sea, on West of Britain.

CucURBlTACEAE : Leaves with tendrils and ex-

stipulate. Calyx 5-cleft. Corolla 5. Stamens 5.

Ovary infeiior. Common bryony (B)yonia dioica),

trailing in hedges.

Dipsaceae : Flowers in heads. Calyx 4. Corolla

4. Stamens 4 on corolla. Ovary inferior. Devils-

bits scabious (Scabiosa siucisa) , meadows and grass

paths in woods. Field scabious (Scabiosa arz'ensis),

to be found in cultivated fields and hedgerows,

especially on chalky lands. Teasel ( Dipsactis

sylvestris), on road sides, by river banks, etc.

Ericaceae : Exstipulate. Calyx 4 or 5. Corolla

4 or 5. Stamens S or more. Ovary 4-celled and

superior. Ling (CaUuna vulgaris), on mountains

and commons. Cross-leaved heath (Erica tetralix)

on moorlands, etc. Fine-leaved heath (E. cinerea)

on damp moors.

Fumariaceae : Flowers irregular. Calyx 2.

Corolla 4. Stamens 6. Carpels 2. Ovary superior.

Common fumitory (Fnntaria officinalis), on dry

ground.

GEiNTiANEAE : Leaves exstipulate. Calyx 5

or more. Corolla 5 or more. Stamens 5. Ovary

superior. Centaury [Erythraea centaitriiun), in dry

situations. This plant is getting rare in Bedfordshire,

especially near Luton.

Geraniaceae : Leaves with stipules. Calyx 5.

Corolla 5. Stamens 5. Carpels 5. Ovary superior.

Meadow crane's-bill (Geranium pratense), in moist

places. Herb-robert ( Geranitim roberiianuin) , in

hedge-rows. Stork's-bill (Erodium cicutariuin),

waste places.

Hyfericeae : Leaves exstipulate. Flowers

yellow. Calyx 5. Corolla 5. Stamens many.

Carpels 3. Ovary superior. Hairy St. John's-wort

(Hypericum hirsutuin), around thickets, etc.

Labiatae : Flowers irregular. Calyx 5. Corolla

5. Stamens 4 on corolla. Carpels united into 4-

celled ovary. Ovary superior. Wood-sage (Tcu-

critim scorodonia), in hard hedge-rows. Stachys

(Stachys sylvalica),m hedges, ditches, etc. Calamint

( Cala/nintha clinopodium ), in hedges, etc.

Lecuiminosae : Leaves stipuled. Flowers

papilionaceous. Calyx 4 or 5. Corolla 5. Stamens

10 around the ovary (perigynous). Carpel i. Ovary

superior. Bird's-foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), in

meadows, banks, etc. Kidney vetch (Anthyllis

vulneraria ), pastures, etc.

Malvaceae : Flowers regular. Calyx 5. Corolla

5. Stamens many. Carpels many. Ovary superior.

Musk mallow (Malva moschata), in waste places.

Mallow (y)/rt/t'fl sylvestris), in waste lands.

Nymphaeaceae : Aquatic. Calyx 4. Petals

many. Stamens many. Carpels many. Ovary par-

tially inferior. Water Lily {A^ymp/iaea lutea), on ponds.

Onagrarieae: Flowers regular. Calyx 4. Corolla

4. Stamens 8. Carpels 4. Ovary inferior. Willow

herb {Epilobijtm hirsztttim), on liver banks.

Papaveraceae : Flowers regular. Calyx 2.

Corolla 4. Stamens many. Carpels many. Ovary

superior. Celandine (Chelidonium majus), on old

walls, etc. Yellow horned-poppy {Glaucinm hiietim),

on sea shores.

Polygonaceae : Perianth about 5. Stamens 8.

Carpel i. Ovary superior. Spotted persicaria

(Polygonum persicaria), in ditches, on rubbish

heaps, etc.

Scrophularinae : Flowers irregular. Calyx 4
or 5. Coiolla 4 or 5. Stamens 4. Carpels 2.

Ovary superior. Foxglove (Digitalis ptirpurea), on

dry banks and woods, pastures, mountain sides, etc.

Bartsia (Bartsia odontites), by road sides, etc. Mullein

( Verbascum thapsus), in hedges, etc. Yellow toad-flax

(Linaria vulgaris), to be found in fields, on railway

banks, etc. Cow-wheat (Melampyrum pratense) in

woods.

41, Rothesay Road, Luton, Beds..

Borings in Sussex.—Some interesting notes are

to hand in regard to borings for water at Ringmer, near

Lewes, in Sussex. The village is situated on the gault

clay, which crops out here from beneath the Chalk

Downs a mile away. The church is on rising ground,

which seems to betoken some former inclination of

the gault layers thereabouts, although in consequence

of slipping, the columns of the church are bending

towards the south-east. On the village green, and

slightly north of the church, a well was sunk by Mr.

W. F. Martin. Commencing in the gault, a thin but

remarkable layer of red chalky clay was met with at

74 feet, having a very close resemblance to the Red

Chalk of Hunstanton. An attempt will be made to

trace its outcrop in the neighbourhood. At 100 feet

an abundantly fossiliferous layer of Belemnites was

found. At 143 feet the gault became nodular, or as

the workmen termed it, it was " nuggety." Other

borings have since been made farther north, supplies

of water being plentiful. One of these, commencing

in the Lower Greensand, immediately struck hard,

pale, micaceous sandstone, which gradually changed

to a dark slaty colour, whilst at 88 feet a green sand

stone was struck.

t
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HUTTERFLIES Ol .\i..\i:.\K( I ic kicGiox.

By IlKNRV Chaki.ks Lani;, M.D., M.K.C.S.. L.K.C.r. Lonh

iConthtutdfrom pagi- 38.

>

T T is not my intention 10 <lo more than give a few

s»[H;rrtcial observations on the- subject of Internal

Anatomy.

Nervous System.
This in insects generally, is what is called tliplo-

(janyliated, that is, it consists of two double longi-

tudinal cords of nerve substance running along the

ventral or lower surface of the body. In the lower of

these the nerve tissue is enlarged at intervals into

knots or ganglia. In the larvae of Lepidoptera these

are distinctly separated into sometimes thirteen, or

even fourteen pairs. During the pupa state in butter-

flies, however, some of them become fused, so as to

form large nerve centres. The gangliated iiervous

system of insects is not to be considered as resembling

the cerebro-spinal system of vertebrates. Thus the

cephalic ganglion in the head which supplies the organs

ol sense, is not of such vital importance to the insect

iis the two ganglia that are situated in the thorax, and

distribute nerves to the orgiins of locomotion. It is

true, the chief nerve centres are situated in this part of

the body, and that a IjutterHy may be instantly killed

by sharp and firm pressure upon the underside of the

thorax. The four abdominal ganglia give out

branches for the supply of the digestive and reproduc-

tive organs.

Vascular .System.

This in butterflies is of a very simple character.

The centre of the circulation is a rudimentary heart

called the "dorsal vessel," situated on the dorsal

surface of the abdomen and divided into several

chambers. It is controlled by muscles attached to

the abdominal walls, and by their action the blood is

propelled into the aorta, which is a prolongation of

the dorsal vessel, having the form of a tube passing

through the thorax to the head. The blood then

returns through the lacunae or interspaces of the

various organs to the abdominal sinus which

surrounds the dorsal vessel and thence into the vessel

itself through special valvular openings. There are,

in insects, neither arteries, capillaries, nor veins, in

the true sense of the words, and the blood is cold,

colourless and not corpusculated. As above stated, it

-is usually held that in butterflies the ner\»res of the

wings convey the blood to those appendages, until

they arc fully unfolded after the emergence of the

insect from the pup.a. Circulation through the.se then

ceases, the texture of the wings becoming dry and non-

vascular. The ner\'ures then perform the functions of

air-tubes.

Kl'.SI'IRATION.

The respiratory system in butterflies consists of a

number of tubes called tracheae, ramifying through

all parts of the body ,ind communicuing with the

external air by means of apertures in the lateral

regions of the integument. These apertures are

called spiracles. The tracheae, besides ]jcrforniing

the function of respiration, form a kind of cndo-

skelelon ami bind together the soft parts after the

manner of ligaments.

Dii;f.stivk Svsiem.

This consists of the pharynx which is attached to the

organs of the mouth. It narrows into a gullet or oeso-

phagus, which passes through the tirst segments of the

body and is dilated into a stomach or crop. Posterior to

this is the intestine. This is situ.tted in the abdomen

and convoluted, and though of considerable length, it

is simple in character and terminates without much

change of stiucture at the anal orifice.

ReI'ROIiUCIION

takes place by means of eggs which are laid by the

fem.ile on suitable food plants, either singly or in

batches. Hutlerflies are never hatched before leaving

the body, as is the case in some insects. I'artheno-

genesis is unknown amongst butterflies, though it is

found occasionally in some Ilelerocera.

Thk Etics.

The ova of butterflies are very various in shape,

and occasionally present some striking forms. The
surface is sometimes smooth, but more often as it

were sculptured with various patterns in the shape of

ribs, network, flutes or stripes. The egg state is the

first stage of butterfly-life, and its duration varies

with sea-son and latitude. When the contained

embryo reaches its full development, it escapes from

the eggshell as a larva or caterpillar ; this forms the

second stage of existence.

CATKRI'II.I.ARS.

The lar\a may be said to contain all the essential

parts of a butterfly, except the wings and the fully de-

veloped generative organs ; but the internal anatomy

becomes greatly modified in subsequent stages.

Although butterflies in their perfect state are

hauslellate or sucking insects ; as larvae they are

furnished with mandibles or jaws for biting and

tearing. Beneath these are the maxillae, which are

soft and useless, except as prehensile organs. Other

organs situated in the head are the maxillary aud

labial palpi and a structure called a spinneret, from

which the silk is produced liy the larva in constructing

webs, as in the case of the black-veined white

butterfly Aporiaitatacgi, or in the construction of the

girths or integuments of silk which are required on

entering on the pupa state, .-\round the mouth are

arranged the simple eyes or ocelli, usually to the

number of six, which form the organ of vision in the

larval state. Posteriorly to the head the body of the

larva consists of twelve segments. The three

D
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anterior segments that correspond to the thorax of

the perfect insect are each furnished with a

pair of legs, three-jointed and clawed. These are

called " true legs." Besides these, on the posterior

segments, are several pairs of fleshy legs called

pro-legs, and a pair of claspers on the last segment.

The chief function performed by the larva is feeding,

and growth is very rapid. Consequent upon this

is a periodical moulting or change ofintegument, until

the pupa stage is reached.

The larvae of the different families of butterflies are

variously shaped. Some are cylindrical as in the

Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae and Danaidae.

Others are onisciform or woodlouse-shaped, as in

Erycinidae and Lycaenidae, limaciform or slug-

shaped, as in Apaluridae, pisciform in Satyridae,

and fuciform as in Hesperidae.

On the surface they are mostly but not always

smooth in Papilionidae, Pieridae, Danaidae, Satyridae,

and Hesperidae. In Nymphalidae they are generally

spiny or furnished with tubercular projections.

Many of the larvae of Papilionidae have retractile

condition of growth being suspended. Movement is-

very limited, entirely segmental, and never loco-

motive ; the legs being concealed beneath the

integument. During the pupa stage the various

parts of the imago or perfect insect are undergoing

development. Towards the end of this condition the

markings and even coloration of the wings of the

butterfly, may often be traced through the wings

cases, which occupy the lateral regions of the thorax.

The pupa sometimes assumes an upright position,

being affixed to the stem of a plant or other object by

girths of silk. Others are attached by the posterior

abdominal segment, and therefore hang head down-

wards. Some again are encased in a slight cocoon

of silk, somewhat after the manner of moths. Guenee
divided the butterflies into three divisions in accord-

ance with these various methods of pupation, and in

my former work on the Butterflies of Europe I have

adopted his method, which is as follows :

—

I. SucciNCTl.—Pupa upright with a thoracic

girth. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Lycaenidae, and'

Erycinidae.

Fig. I. Fi&.l. Fig. 3. FiG.-^.

Vaniissa urticat'.—Stages in Transformation from Larva to Pupa.

horn-like processes attached to the head as in Papilio

nmchaon and P. podaliritis, Painassiiis apollo, etc.

In the Apaturidae there are somewhat similar

appendages, which however are not retractile like

those of the former family. In Danais there are

three pairs of filiform appendages, two anterior and

one on the posterior segment. The colours of the

larvae of butterflies are probably protective. Thej'

aire mostly green, brown or black, in various shades.

No palaearctic butterfly larvae that are known, are

distinctly hairy, as is the case in many moths.

In their habits they are sometimes gregarious,

notably so in the case of Ap07'ia crataegi, where they

live under the protection of a common web. Some
of the comifton Vanessae, such as V. to and V.

jirticac, furnish familiar examples of gregarious

larvae. Often they are solitary. This difference in

habit depends on whether the eggs are laid singly or

in groups.

Chrysalis.

The third stage is that of the pupa or nymph,

ushered in by the last change of the larval integu-

ments. It is in butterflies always a stage of almost

complete quiescence, the function of feeding and the

II. Susi'ENSi.—Pupa suspended. Libytheidae,.

Apaturidae, Nymphalidae, Danaidae, Satyridae.

III. Involuti.—Pupa enclosed in a slight cocoon.

Hesperidae.

Some of the Satyridae form an exception in group II.,.

burying themselves at the roots of plants. Thais,,

Pai-nassius, and Zeg/is, are also peculiar in their

pupation.

In shape the pupae are sometimes smooth and
sometimes angulated in outline, more commonly the

latter, especially in Pieridae and Nymphalidae. In

Danaidae, they have a peculiar appearance of antero-

posterior flattening. The colour of the pupae of

butterflies is probably for the most part protective,

being generally either grey, green, or brown, some-

times they are speckled, as in many Pieridae.

Occasionally the eggs are decorated with beautiful,

metallic golden markings, as in Vanessa, Argynnis,

Danais, etc. • It was this peculiarity which a century

ago obtained for them the name of "aurelia," and,

consequently, collectors of butterflies were called

"aurelians." Hence also the word "chrysalis,"

so commonly applied to the pupa state of a lepidop-

terous insect.
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iMy catalogue for Se|3tember next, now in pre-

paration, will enumerate Lantern and Microscopical

Slides illustrative of every branch of Natural

History as completely as possiljle. Many of the

Lantern Slides sent out to subscribers will be
Coloured to Nature, The Microscopical Slides

will be of the highest educational value, and such
as I supply to Educational Institutions throughout
the country.

Slides to the number of 300 per year, supplied

in sets as reciuired by subscriljers, w ill Ije sent, post

paid, for the Annual Subscription of £1 Is.,

payable in advance.
The slides will be sent one or two days prior to

the day of the lecture or exhibition, and must be
returned the day following the lecture, post paid.
Special post boxes will be providecl for this

purpose, which will obviate the usual trouble of
packing.

I shall esteem it a favour if intending" subscribers

will communicate as early as possible. Lists of

additions to my stock will be sent to subscribers

from time to time.

The Pharmaceutical Series of Microscopical Studies

in Elementary and Advanced Botany, comprising 48
preparations, are published to meet the requirements of

I'harmaceutical Teachers and Students, and are sent

packed in rack-box, price 21s. post free.

ABRAHAM FLATTERS,
16 &18, Church Road, Longsight,

MANCHESTER.
I'reparer of Textile Fibres and Demonstrator in

M icro.scopy to the Manche.ster Municipal

..... Technical School.

LISTS, &c., FREE PER POST.

SEND FOB OUR . —^.a

New Illustrated Catalogue
OF

MICROSCOPES
And Apparatus

MICRO-OBJECT LENDING DEPr.
Particulars Post Free.

A large Stock of Secor)d-har)d IV|icroscopes, by all the

best ir)al^ers always on hand. List oq application.

^. BX^KE:F9, Kslal.lislu-d 176s,
244, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

W. LONGLEY^
ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINET

and APPARATUS MAKER,

12, WHITE HART STREET,
Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Nets, Breeding Cages, and Apparatus of every descrip-

tion : Cabinets for Insects, Birds' Eggs, Minerals, Shells,

Coins, etc. , etc. ; Pocket Boxes, .Store Boxes, and Book
Boxes. Sheets of Cork any size to order.

NATURAL HISTORY AGENT AND BOOKSELLER.

LOUIS'S MICROSCOPICAL OBJECTS.

24 Series, Unmounted," of Cleaned Diatoms,' la tubes in each
Series, 4s. per Series. 5 Series of 24 Foraminiferous Sands at
as. each. 5 Series of 24 Microfung"! at 2s. each. 7 Scries of 24
Sections of Woods, 2s. each. iS Spicules of Gorg-onia, 2s.

18 Spicules of Spong-es, 2s. iS objects from Echinodermata, 2s.

18 Zoophytes, 2s. iSSections of Horns, Hc?ofs, etc., 2s. 24 Hairs
of Animals, 2s. (2 series). 24 Scales and Skins of Reptiles and
Fishes. 5 Scries of 24 Miscellaneous Non-botanical Obiccts,
^s. each.

CLE^VNED UNMOUNTED
Dli\TOIVlS.

Series xxii.—4s. /cr 12 tubes.

Terpsinoe musica.
Aulacodiscus africanus.

Tukuro (Japan).
Hopkinton (N.H.U.S.A.).
Fragilaria capiicina.

Redondo beach (Cala.).

Etc., etc.

MISCELLANEOUS NON-
BOT/^NIC/VL.

Series Iv.—24 Objects, 2s.

Polycistines (Barbadoes).
Foraminifera (Haiti).

Isthmia enervis.
Spicules Desmacidon fruticosa.
Spines of Echinus brevi-

spinosa.
Wing of Panorpa vulgaris.

Etc.. etc.

W. WEST, 26, "WoodviUc Terrace, BRADFORD.
Send Siaiiifi for List.

MICROSCOPICAL
For the benefit of amateurs who find difficulty in obtain-

ing good objects at a moderate rate, I offer first-class

slides, including insects, rare crystals, foraminifera,

lVc, at cost price (3d. each). JMaterial, lists, and
information free. Dealers nol supplied.

Frank P. Smith, 15, Cloudesley Place, Islington, London, N.

THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park.

Arc OPEN DAILY (except Sundays), from 9 a.m. till Sunset
Admission \s. ; on Mondays, bd. ; Children, dd.

Amongst the recent additions are three Lion Cubs, presented by
C. A. Osborne, Esq,, and two Ivory Gulls from Spitzberg:en,
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TiiK C'oi.i.KcrioN.

In forming a collcclion of ihc Palacarclic biillcrHies

it is cvidcnl ihat ihc process must be vcr> {gradual,

and one that reijuircs much pci severance and

piuiencc. There are two ways in which specimens

may he ac>|uire<l. First and l)est hy actual capture,

and secondly by purchase or exchange. It is the

fashion with some people to disparage the latter

method. 1 have met with those who make it their

boast that they have nothing in their collections but

what they themselves have taken. This mode of

action is both unreasonable and unscientific. We
can learn ten times more from the examination of an

actual example of a species, than from the most

accurate descripticm or figure, but there are few if

any who could even in a life-time hope to comp.xss as

•ollectors, theentire I'alaearctic Region. Therefore, use

every available and legitimate opportunity of acquiring

specimens as long .as care is taken to stop short of

extravagance in the way of purchase. Many species,

such as those from Central .Asia and other places

remote and difficult of access, cannot be expected at

a small price. It is best, however, to obtain

these direct from scientific dealers like Dr. Stau-

<linger, of Dresden, or Herr Heyne, of Leip/.ic.

It must ever he remembered that a collection

of insects is not formed for the mere purposeof amassing

a certain number of specimens, as is the aim of many
collectors of post.ige stamps and other objects ; but is

to be undertaken in a scientific spirit and for the

furtherance of zoological observation, for the education

of ourselves or of others. Our endeavour should be,

therefore, to do the best we can according tn our

opportunities, to further this end, but aUv.iys

remembering, that a collection is after all, an index

to guide us in the pursuit of knowledge.

As regards exchange of specimens, for my own part

I hold that collectors if they would be true entomo-

logists should always be ready to assist one another

without any mercenary or commercial spirit : and

without laying down any hard and fast terms with

respect to mutual help.

Collecting one's own specimens is of course by far

the most satisfactory way of making a collection, but

if we cannot go to those portions of the I'alaearctic

Region which are of difficult access, let us make the

most of the opportunities we have. By doing "the

work that's nearest," we may often be of nu)re use to

the cause of science, than by accumulating a series of

specimens when we have not opportunity of observing

their natural state, or studying the life history.

In visiting new localities let all the species

observed be carefully noted, and the data

entered in writing in a note-book. This should

be accompanied by date of capture and locality.

It is important to rememlier that because a particular

species is common, or even abundant, in a given localit)-,

it does not follow we are going to find it equally

common, or at all, in other places. Again, we must

not pass over species, because they happen to be

common in England, when collecting in foreign

places, a.s some uf uur familiar species often exhibit

remarkable modifications in accordance with their

surroundings.

It is advisable not to preserve damaged s|M;cimens.

In collecting, if it is found a specimen is faded, or

chipped in the wing, at once let it have its freedom.

Such specimens are unsightly in a collection, and

killing them is mere wantonness. We should not,

except in the ca.se of the greatest rarities, admit into

the collection such specimens as are damagecl in the

wings. The cilia or marginal fringes ought to Ik-

perfect, nor should there lie wanting either or Ixjth

antennae. Indeed a specimen in which any of the

legs are absent cannot be considered perfect.

Directly the specimen is netted it should be killed.

In the case of butterflies, I believe that the old-

fashioned method of applying pressure by the finger

and thumb to the thorax, is by far preferable to the

use of killing bottles or any other method, only it

requires care and practice. The specimen should

then be pinned at once, and if possible " set

"

as soon as convenient, before it is dry. If this

cannot be done, it should be firmly pinned in a

suitable store box until it can be relaxed, and

set. As regards preserving specimens in paper

envelopes, I am ' now of the opinion that such a

method is verv' undesirable unless there is no other

alternative, as may happen from the want of proper

boxes or pins. At one time I was an advocate for

this mode of preservation ; but from experience I

find that specimens so treated are very liable to get

broken and in any case the bodies must lose their

natural roundness and become flattened. Again, a

specimen placed in a paper envelope may not be

really dead at the time of being enclosed. This is

very undesirable, first on the ground of humanity, and

secondly because il may struggle for freedom and so

be spoilt.

SKTTtNi;.

This is of course a matter of taste, but I venture to

say that much more than taste is involved in setting

specimens.

The commonly received English method of low

setting is completely at variance with that used on

the Continent of Europe, and in forming a palaearctic

collection involves much trouble and time in resetting

specimen.s. The Continental way of setting on high

pins of German or .\ustrian manufacture, which may

be easily obtained in London or elsewhere, is to be pre-

ferred. The specimen should be set half way up the pin

upiin a flat board. When this is properlyjdone, with

uniform care, the appearance of the collection will be

sufficient evidence of the superiority of this method.

.\dded to this, specimens so set, especially after being

relaxed, are not so liable to " spring " and are less in

danger of being attacked by mites than those set in

accordance with the common Englishjmethod.

In the above remarks I have alluded only to col-

lecting butterflies in the imaginal or perfect state

because this is, as a rule, the only method that can be

employed. Whenever practicable an insect sh.uild Ik-

1> 3
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sought for in its earlier stages, on its proper food

plant. This can be more often and more easily

accomplished than is commonly imagined, and besides

the procuring of good specimens of the perfect insect,

many useful and practical results may reward those

who take the trouble thus to investigate the life

histor)' of species. Many problems respecting the

value of varietal forms and aberrations may be solved

by rearing butterflies. As an example of this I will!

conclude by instancing the case of Thais medesicaste

var. hotioratii. This was once gravely considered a

possible species, but Mr. Nicholson and others who
have reared numbers of the larvae of T. medesicaste-

have proved honofatii\.a be devoid of specific value.

( To be continued.

)

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF FORAMINIFERA.
By Arthur Earland.

i^Continjted/roiii page 54.)

'T~*HE Gault of Folkestone is one of the richest fossil

*- formations as regards variety of foraminifera, but

the various Zones into which it has been divided vary

greatly in the nature and numbers of their foraminifera,

the Upper Zones being the richest. Without geolo-

gical knowledge or a competent adviser, the collection

of fossil cla}'s is always more or less of a speculation,

but speaking generally the greatest number of forami-

nifera will be found in the neighbourhood of sandy

partings or pockets in the clay.

While the Gault is more or less foraminiferous,

through the whole of its thickness, the London Clay

is practically destitute of them. Personally I have

never succeeded in obtaining foraminifera from the

London Clay, although I have washed material from

a number of localities. There is, however, a well-

defined Zone running under London in which they

may be found, and possibly some readers may be

more fortunate. At any rate, the Excavations now
being made for the construction of the new railways

offer an opportunity such as may not occur again, for

procuring material from this formation.

Some of the harder shales and softer limestones

and chalks which resist disintegration with water only,

may be broken down by the crystallisation of some

salt which has been absorbed in a fluid state. The
best salt for this purpose is acetate of soda, but good

results can be obtained with common washing soda.

The material is first broken up into small pellets not

larger than a hazel nut. These after being thoroughly

dried are dropped into a boiling .saturated solution of

the salt, which after boiling for a few minutes to

• allow of penetration, is set aside to cool. During the

cooling process the salt crystallises, splitting off the

outside la)'er of each lump in the act. On warming,

the soda dissolves again in its own water of crystalli-

sation, and the crystallisation is repeated over and
over again, until the lumps are broken up. The
resulting mud is then cleaned in the usual manner.

In the Upper Chalk strata the chalk powder
obtainable from the interior of hollow flints yields

very fine foraminifera, often in the most perfect state

of preservation, though occasionally chalcedonised.

The small spherical flints which are common in some
localities yield the best supply of this chalk powder.

A few hints in conclusion as to the treatment of the

cleaned material. Sift the cleaned material into as

man)' different grades as possible ; as it greatly

facilitates the tedious work of picking over material

if all the grains are approximately of the same size.

Keep the material in bottles or tubes, tightly corked

and in a dry place. If kept in pill boxes, mould

will form on it sooner or later. Label every tube with

locality, etc., and never trust for this to memory.

The foraminifera are best picked out with a fine

sable brush moistened by drawing through the lips.

They can either be mounted when picked out, or

transferred to covered cells, until required for mount-

ing. A short bristle lashed to the brush handle is-

useful for turning over material on the tray ; but it

should not be used for picking out specimens as they

are liable to drop off in transit.

For spread slides a thin solution of shellac is the

best fixative. It is applied by means of the turntable,

and the forams must be placed on at once, before it

hardens. For mounting selected specimens I use gum
tragacanth, which is much superior to gtim arable,,

as it dries without glaze and is not so subject

to the variations of moisture in the air, as is gum.

arable. The gum should be made from the finest

powdered gum tragacanth, dissoh-ed in distilled

water. The powdered gum should be covered with

spirits of wine before the water is added. The spirit

keeps the particles apart and facilitates its solution.

A cr_\-stal of th)-mol, added to the spirit, will preserve

the gum from mould, or a few drops of clove or cassia

oil will answer the same purpose. The gum should

be of the consistenc)- of thick hone)-, and it need not

be spared in the mounting process, as it contracts and

becomes almost invisible in drying. A little of the

same gum diluted down to a clear liquid with distilled

water can be used for holding foraminifera in position,

when mounted in balsam. If carefully dried, the

gum will not show in balsam.

Many fossil foraminifera and occasional specimens

of recent origin may be found having the interior of

the chambers filled with a mineral, pyrites or glau-

conite, thus furnishing perfect casts of the sarcode

body of the animal. The cast can be obtained by

slowly dissolving the calcareous shell of the foram by

means of dilute nitric acid, so weak as to be only

faintly acid to the taste. The casts can be removed

with a pipette and mounted opaque in the ordinary

way.

28, Glenwood Road,

Catford. S.E.
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ARMAir ( )l III KOll) i..\\i)Siii;i.i,s

AND \KVV Sl'IX'IKS Dl' I'l.lXTOI'NI.IS.

Hy G. K. (ii'UK, K.Z.S.

(Cunttniiird /rout fiat^e 17.)

J'.'d/o/iylis (Syiesia) calii^iiiasn (figs, looac) from

Aniljagamiiwa, Ceylon, was descributl and figured liy

Mr. Sykcs, in the " I'roceedings of the Malacological

Society of London," iii. (1S9S), p. 72, t. 5, ff. 21, 22.

The shell is lenticular, narrowly unil)ilicated, ochrcoiis

corneous, opa(|ue, very finely and regularly ribbed,

the ribs being rather more prominent above than

below ; it is acutely keeled at the periphery, with a

raised spiral line above the keel, quite clo.se to it, as

far as the apical whorl. The spire is conical, the ape.\

obtuse, the suture impressed. There are five very

slowly increasing whorls, flattened above, tumid

below, the last scarcely wider than the penultimate,

not descending in front. The aperture is almost

vertical, lunate, and the peristome simple, acute. The
parietal armature consists of two simple, sub-vertical

plates H hich are somewhat thickened and truncate at

the lower, and attenuated at the upper extremities ;

these plates are separated by a distance of a quarter

of a whorl, ami the posterior one is the stronger (see

100.

—

PlectoPytis citliginosa.

fig. \ood, which shows the parietal wall with its two

plates). The palatal armature is in two vertical

series : the anterior series consists of an obliquely as-

cending short (|ua(lrate tooth near the periphery, and

below this an obliquely descending lamelliform tooth,

with a slight, horizontally elong,Ued denticle below

its posterior extremity ; the posterior series is similar

to the anterior one, but the teeth are stronger and
thicker in the former, while there is in addition a

horizontally elongated denticle on the anterior side of

the upper tooth. The specimen shown in figs.

loo<7-<- measures 6 millimetres in diameter, alt. 3
millimetres, and is in the collection of Mr. I'onsonby.

The armatures are fijured from the type specimen in

the collection of Mr. Sykes, who kindly permitted me
to open the shell for the examination of the armature.

PUdopylis (Sykcsia) clalhralitla, var. compressa,

(figs. ioi<i-c) was described and figured by Mr.
Sykes in the " Proceedings of the Malacological

Society," iii. (1S9S), p. 72, t., 5, ff. 13, 14. It

differs from the type in being more elevated, in the

more convex spire and the narrower umbilicus, while

the raised ribs are scarcely visible. The armature is

Fi(j. lot.

—

I^icctopytis cial/ii-atnla var conipressa.

similar to that of the type. The specimen figured is

in Mr. Ponsonby's collection ; it measures 5 milli-

metres in diameter, altitude 2'5 millimetres.

Plcdopylis fraiii:oisi (figs. \02a-c\ from Dco-ma-

Phuc, Tonkin, was described and figured by Dr. H.

Fischer, in the "Journal de Conchyliologie, xlvi.

(1898), pp. 214-218, ff. I, 3, 4 (part published March,

1899). The shell is dextral, deeply and widely um-

bilicaled, corneous, striated, and decussated with

microscopic spiral lines above, which become obsolete

at the periphery, the lower surface smooth and a

little shining. The spire is depressed, conical, the

apex prominent and the suture distinctly impressed.

There are ^\ whorls, which increase slowly and regu-

larly, and are somewhat flattened above and tumid

below. The last whorl is at first obsoletely keeled

above the periphery and angulated .at the umbilical

region near the parietal callus ; it descends shortly

and suddenly in front. The aperture is a little

oblit]ue, subcircular ; the peristome white, a little

thickened and reflcxed, its margins united by a

parietal callus. The parietal armature is composed of

two strong, obliquely divergent, transverse plates, the

anterior one shorter, rounded at the upper and giving

oft" an anterior ridge at the lower extremity ; a short

thin horizontal fold occurs immediately above it ; the

posterior plate longer, truncate at the upper, attenuated

at the lower extremity. A free thin horizontal fold

occurs below these plates, terminating on the one side

just below the anterior plate, and on the other just

in front of the posterior plate. (See fig. I02(/, which

shows part of the parietal wall with its armature).

The palatal armature consists of six folds ; the first,

rather short, thin, horizontal, near the suture ; the

second longest of all, horizontal, deflected at the

posterior extremity and becoming slowly attenuated

anteriorly ; the third, fourth, and fifth stronger, semi-

circular, oblique, their anterior extremities a little

reflcxed, their posterior ones a little deflexed ; the

sixth thin, long, horizontal ; the second, third, fourth,

and fifth give off, about the middle, from the lower

side, a slight callous ridge w hich connects them inter

se ; between the posterior extremities of the fifth and

D4
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sixth folds is a horizontally elongated denticle. (See

fig. I02t', which shows the inside of the outer wall

with the palatal folds, and fig. 102c, which gives the

anterior view of both armatures). Pleclopy/is fran<:oisi

is intermediate as regards its armature between P.

giardi and P. congesta, as already briefly stated when

describing the latter species (Scienxe-Gossip N.S.

v., p. 333) ; P. fram:oisi differs from P. giardi, 1° in

the anterior parietal plate being more oblique, and
2° in this plate being rounded at the upper extremity

instead of truncated ;
3° in having an addi-

tional free horizontal parietal fold ;
4° in the second

and sixth palatal folds being longer; 5° in the second,

third, fourth, and fifth palatal folds being more oblique,

and 6° in having in addition a denticle between the

fifth and sixth folds
;
7° in the armature being further

from the aperture, 8° in the aperture being less oblique.

02.

—

Pteciopylis fran<;oisi.

and 9° in the peristome being considerably less

thickened and reflexed. The shell is, moreover,

considerably smaller, and the sculpture much stronger.

From P. congesta it differs similarly in the charac-

ters enumerated under Nos. 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9 ; while

in the character of the anterior parietal plate it is

still further removed, this structure in P. congesta is

almost vertical, and it wants the upper free horizontal

parietal fold, while the lower horizontal fold is

joined to the two transverse plates. The unique

specimen is in the collection of Professor Giard,

who obligingly sent it to me for examination ; it i.s,

unfortunately, slightly damaged, that portion of the

parietal callus which bears the short fold near the

aperture in the other species, together with the ridge,

being broken off, so that it is impossible to say

whether the present species differs from its two

congeners in this respect. The .shell measures major

diameter 15.5 millimetres, minor diameter 13.5 milli-

metres, altitude 8. 75 millimetres. Figs, loza-b are

taken from photographs kindly furnished by Dr. H.

Fischer.

Plectopylis revoluia was described by Dr. Pfeiffer

in the " Malakozoologische Blatter," xiv. (1867),

p. 64, as from the Andaman Islands. Unfortunately, -

I have been unsuccessful in tracing the whereabouts

of the specimens from which the diagnosis was drawn

up, as Mr. Smith, who kindly searched the collection

in the British Museum, has been unable to find them

there ; and Professor Boettger informs me that they

are not in the Pfeiffer collection acquired by

Dr. Dohrn. This is all the more to be regretted as

no Plectopylis has since been discovered in the

Andaman Islands. The late Mr. Stoliczka ("Journ.

Asiat. Soc. Bengal," xl. (1871), p. 223) was of

opinion that this shell could hardly be distinct from

Plectopylis cyclaspis, his specimens of which agreed

perfectly with the measurements given by Dr. Pfeiffer.

He adds that amongst many thousands of shells from

the Andaman Islands, he never received cyclaspis, and

he doubted its occurrence there as much as that of

/'.ar/;a//«c, recorded by Tryon in '^ Proc. Asiat. Soc,"

1870, p. 88. It is advisable, I think, to consider

P. revohtta synonymous with P. cyclaspis.

Addenda.

Plectopylis giardi (fig. 103).—I append a figure

showing the inside of the outer wall of P. giardi, with

1
Fig. 103.

—

Plectopylis g^aTtti iya\sXs\ fofds).

its palatal folds. This figure, by an oversight, was

omitted when the species was described and figured

(Science-Gossip, N.S. v., p. 332, fig. 95).

Plectopylis feddeni (figs. 1040 and b).—When con-

sidering this species (Science-Gossip, iv., p. 171,

fig. 64) I had not seen any specimen, and was obliged

to copy Lieut. -Colonel Godwin-Austen's desciiption

and figures, in which no indication is given of the

palatal armature. Mr. W. T. Blanford has oblig-

2 b

Fig. 104.

—

Plectopylis feddeni,

ingly allowed me to examine the type specimens

which are in his collection, and I am now able to

supplement the figures ahead)- published with a view

of the palatal armature and one of the parietal

armature of an immature shell. The shell of which
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the parielal armature was figured has the ciuter

wall of the last whorl broken away ; in a second

specimen—not <|uite mature—this portion of the

outer wall is also missing ; the upper horizontal

fold in the latter specimen is very short, and the

third (anterior) transverse fold has not been formed

{see fig. 104/*). A third specimen is entire ; but, as

the shell is soniewlmt translucent, I was enabled by

welting it to make out the conformation of its

palatal armature without much difficulty, and

the figure I have given of it represents

these structures as they would appear if

looked at from the inner side (see fig. I04rt). It will

be seen that the fir.st (upper) fold is almost horizontal ;

the second is longer, a little deflected posteriorly,

where it is also attenuated, but truncated anteriorly
;

the third is shorter, oblique, curved ; the fourth suli-

verlical, bilobed at its middle, and furnished on the

posterior side with two small denticles, one near its

middle, and one near its lower extremity ; the fifth is

sub-horizontal, and has its two extremities a little

deflected ; a little denticle occurs near its posterior

extremity. I'roni these features, hitherto unrecorded,

it will be seen that this species belongs to the group

of /'. pciisotibyi, its nearest ally being /'. leiHochita

(SciENCK-Gcssii', iv., p. 231, fig. 66). Since the

foregoing remarks were written, I have been so for-

timatc as to acquire a specimen of /'. feddmi, appar-

THK CAR
ALTII()L'(;il iIk- card index is frequently met

with in public libraries and other uislitutions,

one seldom sees it in private use. This has often

proved a source of wonder when we consider

its value as a time economiser. The system

is so simple, and a book or other object is so

readily found by its aid, that we feel sure if the

index cabinets of the Library Supply Company,
of 4, .Vve Maria Lane, London, were lietter

known, they would soon be considered indispens-

able. We, therefore, figure one with the object

of enabling our readers to save valualjle time.

ently communicated by Mr. Ifungerford lo Mr.

Langdon. This specimen, also, has only two trans-

verse parietal folds, so that it is somewhat uncertain

whether the third (anterior) transverse fold is of any

diagnostic value.

t'leclopylts sh'anensis (fig. 105.) (See SflKNCE-

Gossil', iv., p. 36, fig. 48). I append a figure acci-

Fig. 105.

—

Plectopylis shaitensis,

dentally omitted, giving a view of the shell, with part

of the outer wall removed, exposing the parietal

armature.

Mr. Pononljy has drawn my attention to an erron-

eous statement on page 17, with regard to'his speci-

men of 1'. biciliala which, he informs me, was not

collected by Mr. CoUett, but came from the Morelet

Collection, labelled as from Neville.

.Ml known fonns of rUctopylis have now been con-

sidered; and I propose to conclude this series of papers

with a synopsis, a key to the species, a map showing

their geographical distribution, and a general index.

(7b bt- coutinucd.)

D INDEX.
or other contrivance, which admits the withdrawal ol

insertion of any card without disturbing the arrange-

ment of the others. Useful devices are provided in

the card drawers, to give the cards the proper slope for

easy reading, and to facilitate reference. It is, there-

fore, just as easy to find a name in a card inde.x of

I,ocx3,ooo names, as in one of 100 names.

Card indexes are used by Bankers for reference to

signatures, by Insurance Companies for indexing

policies, by Railway Companies for rolling-stock and

names of their employees. In fact there seem;! to be

no end to its uses and convenience. For scientific

Small Card In[ik\ Cabinkt.

Though originally introduced for library purposes

the card-indexing system has extended to most
objects where there are frequent additions or

obliterations. A card index consists of a series of

cards of exactly the same size, printed or ruled

.according to the nature of the matter to be indexed,

and arranged on some pre-conceived plan, either

alphabetically, numerically, or chronologically, in

trays or drawers. The cards are held in place by a rod

purposes it is admirable for indexing collections,

localities, and scientific notes. Much valuable
observation is lost on account of want of system in

record. We have all known eminent observers who
were full of knowledge, but in time passed away leaving

hardly any record of their life's work. Some organised'

plan, such as would be rendered easy by a card index,

might have left a series of notes for future coUatioUy

forming an intellectual legacy for posterity.
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A HISTORY OF CHALK.

By Edward A. Martin, F.G.S.

{Co7itinned/ro]n page 43. )

T X THEN we pass beyond the range of the oozes, to

' ^ those paits of the ofiean explored by the

" Challenger " where there is a depth of over two-and-

a-half miles, we find that, although these same micro-

scopic organisms live in abvmdance at the surface, yet

none of their tests reach the bottom. The carbonate

of lime of which their tests are composed is removed

chemically in the greater depths of the ocean, and

probably becomes converted into soluble bicarbonate

of lime. At this tremendous depth we find that the

deep-sea deposits consist chiefly of red and chocolate

clays, to the exclusion of microscopic Protozoans.

These clays are believed by those who have studied the

subject, to have been derived from material erupted

by volcanoes ; which, owing to its rapid cooling in

air, has assumed the form of vesicular pumice-stone.

Large quantities of this stone, in a "water-logged"

condition, were dredged from the red clay areas.

The clay itself has apparently been derived from the

action of carbonic acid in the water upon the

pumice-stone, decomposing its felspar, and forming

clay or hydrated silicate of alumina. Where it has

assumed a reddish tint, the peroxide of iron is

responsible for the discolouration. Where of a

chocolate tint, the peroxide of manganese, also a

derivative of the decomposition of volcanic material,

has coloured the clay.

It is believed that at these great depths the

materials have been gradually accumulating fir ages.

Here upon the clays were found enormous quantities

of sharks' teeth, ear-bones of whales, and other frag-

ments of bones. Not that such areas formed places

of sepulture for marine animals, more than any other

parts of the ocean floor, but it was owing to the slow

accumulation of the matrix that the thousands of

generations of creatures which had lived and died,

had left their remains sciU uncovered in this extremely

slow-growing deposit. In the more rapidly, but still

very slowly forming oozes, such remains become
buried sooner. Sir John Murray has said that in

some of these red clay areas there is a probability

that but a few inches only have been deposited since

Tertiary times, and that the observations made tend

to support the view of the vast antiquity of the great

ocean basins. It is estimated that no less than

50,000,000 square miles of ocean floor are covered by
these clays.

In these deep sea areas, many of the remains have

been coated, to a varying extent, with manganese,

itself a tremendously slow process. The presence of

this mineral and the manner in which it has incrusted

and preserved animal remains, reminds the geologist

very forcibly of the similar part taken in our Chalk by

flint, since this occurs, like the manganese, both in

nodular form and as incrustations.

The proportion in which certain sphetides of native

iron are found on the sea-bottom, serves as a measure

of the rate of deposition of the pumice-stone clays.

These spherules are derived from interstellar space,

and are known as "cosmic dust." They may fall

anywhere or everywhere, but it is only where not

masked by detritus from a neighbouring coast that

they are met with in sufficient quantities to become

appreciable.

With the exception of the deep-sea clays, the most

abundant ocean-floor covering was found to be Globige-

rina Ooze. As a matter of fact there were but few

places, where soundings were made, that did not con-

tain some species of Globigerina, but it was only where

they occurred in very great numbers that the deposit

was characterised by the name. It was remarked that

this ooze most nearly resembled Chalk when it occurred

in the more shallow seas, down to a depth of about

1,000 fathoms. Below this depth the ooze assumed a

rose-tinted aspect, passing at other times into a red or

a dark brown, due respectively to the presence of the

peroxide of iron and the peroxide of manganese.

In enclosed seas Globigerina Ooze was remarkably

absent, but where found it was at a depth varying

from 250 to 2,900 fathoms. It is noticeable that at

3,000 fathoms scarcely a foraminifer or a calcareous

organism remained. The Globigerina Ooze is esti-

mated by Murray and Irvine to occupy no less than

47,752,500 square miles of the oceao floor, the mean
proportion of carbonate of lime being 64'53 per cent.

One of the discoveries most interesting to geologists

was that the various forms of life met with in the deep

seas were wonderfully uniform, whether they came

from the North or South Atlantic, the great Southern

Sea, or the middle of the Pacific. In all geological

formations older than the Chalk, to all intents and

purposes the same fossil fauna holds good in the same

fonnation, wherever it occurs. Possibly this simi-

larity is merely due to the fact that such geological

formations are really deep-sea deposits. Ordinary

estuarine and fresh-water deposits, where they are

clearly recognisable as such, would be, of course,

removed from this generalisation.

The Atlantic or Globigerina Ooze is thus described

by Sir Wyville Thomson in his work, "The Depths

of the Sea" :
—"The upper layer is soft and creamy

in consistence and of a yellowish colour, while the

main mass is firmer and more tenacious, of a grey or

bluish-grey tint. Under the microscope the surface-

layer was found to consist chiefly of entire shells of

the foraminifer, Globigerina bulloidcs, large and small,

and fragments of such shells mixed with a quantity of

amorphous, calcareous matter in fine particles, a little

fine sand, and many spicules, portions of spicules and

shells of Radiolaria, a few spicules of sponges and a

A .4
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few friistiilcs of diatoms." This, however, was bm
'the surface-layer. Keneath, the contents were of a

similar character, hul all bearin(» traces of de-alh and

decomposition, the oo/.c sinined gray by dead organic

matter, the (ilobigcrinae being almost entirely in a

fragmentary condition. The whole was assuming,

through pressure, gradually a more and more Com-

pacted calcareous mud ; struclureless and in a line

slate of sulHlivision.

Sir Wyville Thomson adds that the upper layer,

IjC-sides Glohi);erina, also contained /'iikiiiiila anil

Orhuliiui with a relatively small proportion of finely

-divided matter, consisting chiefly of coccoliths and

rhalxloliths, and a still smaller proportion of the

spines and tests of KaJiolitiia anfl fragments of the

spicules of spimges. Mixed with these there are

u.sually a considerable number of the dead shells of

Plerofoda, and living among the ooze, at any rate at

moderate depths, we have other foraminifera, together

with sponges, corals, starfishes, and higher inverte-

brates which, together with a few small fishes, com-

plete the faima of this region.

The following is a description l>y Sir William

Thomson in "The Atlantic," of the living Glohi-

_geriiia hitlloiJes, a form which, as we have seen, also

occurs abundantly in the chalk :
—"The shell is clear

and transparent, and each of the pores which pene-

trate it is surrounded by a raised crest ; the crest round

adjacent pores coalescing into a roughly hexagonal

network, .so that the pore appears to lie at the bottom

of a hexagonal pit. At each angle of this hexagon

the cresl gives oft" a delicate flexible calcareous spine,

which is .sometimes four or five times the diameter of

the shell in length. The spines radiate symmetrically

from the direction of the centre of each chamber of

the shell, and the sheaves of long transparent needles,

crossing one another in different directions, have a

very beautiful efl'ect. The smaller inner chambers of

the shell are entirely filled with an orange-yellow

granidar sarcode, and the large terminal chamber

usually contains only a small irregular mas.s. . . .

When the living globigerina is examined under favour-

able circumstances, the sarcodic contents of the

chambers may be seen to extide graduall)' through the

pores of the .shell and spread out until it forms a kind

of flocculent fringe round the .shell, filling up the

spaces among the roots of the spines and rising up a

little way along their length."

Kor the illustrations in the two last articles, I

am indebted to Mr. J. II. Baldock and Mr. 11.

Murton Holmes, of Croydon.

(To he 1011/ilined.)

Seismic Distitrb.vn-ce in Euroik.—The very

^jmphaticearthshake that occurredthroughout .Southern

Italy on July iglh seems to have been connected with

volcanic disturbance at Mount Etna in .Sicily. The
eruption is described as of a violent and alarming

character. The earthquake that produced the most
disastrous effects took place shortly alter two o'clock

in the afternoon and extended some distance around
Krascati, about fifteen miles from Rome.

i;ki ri.sii I'Kii.siiw .\ I i-,i< miths.

By Charlks D. Soak, I-.K. M.S.

(Continued /roiii pa^e 45.)

GENUS .ITKACJ/OES KOCH, 1842.

'T'lII.S genus at present contains only one recoriled

* species in Britain. Koenike found another in

Madagascar in 1898, and named it Alraelides

tlioratlus. The.se are I believe the only two species

at present known.

The characteristics of this genus are : - Hody, soft

skinned. Epimera in four groups. Claws to all

feet. Legs sparingly supplieil with swinnning hairs.

The first pair of legs thicker and have modified tarsi.

Three di.scs on each side of genital fissure. Kyes wide

apart.

Alraelides spinifies Koch, 1835—41.

I'EMAl.K.—Body; Oval in shape. Length about

0'6o mm. Breadth about 0^48 mm. Colour a pale

Fic. 2. Fig. 4. Fig. 3.

Fit:. i.—Atrnctidcs spinipcs. Ventral surf.iCL*. female.

Fig. j. — T,-irsus of first le^. FiG. 3.—Genital .irca, female.
Fig. 4.—Genital area. male.

straw yellow with dark brown markings on the

dorsal surface. From dorsal side at first sight it can

ea.sily be mistaken for one of the genus Hyi^rohates

;

but the |)eculiar formation of the first paii of legs will

soon dispel the idea.

Lei.s.— First pair about o'84 mm., fourth pair

about I 12 mm. in length. The legs have few hairs,

such as there are being very short and .stumpy

(Fig. I). The last segment of the first pair of legs
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shows ralhei- an uncommon sUucture in legs of fresh-

water mites. There are two'very strong stiff bristles in

the joint, and the tarsi works in between these, at the

will of its owner (see fig. 2).^ Their function is, no

doubt, to give a greater grasping power to the little

. creature. In colour the legs and all the chitinous

parts of some specimens I have found to be of a pale

blue, in others a straw-yellow, same as the soft parts

of this mite.

Epimera.—In four groups. The posterior pair have

a conspicuous looking gland near the inner line (see

fig. I.)

Pai.pi .—Thin and rather long, being about o '28mm.
in length, and are without the peg we met with in the

genus Liinnesia and some others.

Genital Area.—Fig. 3, has three discs on each

edge of the genital plate.

Male.—A little smaller than the female. The

arrangement of the genital plates is shown at fig. 4.

Localities.—Not very common. My first specimen

was sent to me in 1895, by Mr. Scourfield from a bog

pool at foot of Cromley Fell in Yorkshire. In 1897

1 found this species at East Finchley, Middlesex.

The same year I also took a great many in the stream

at Dovedale, Derbyshire. Dr. George has also found

it in Lincolnshire.

GENUS DIPLODONTUS DUGES, 1834.

At present there is only one species placed in this

genus. Its characteristics are : Body soft-skinned.

Legs well supplied with swimming hairs ; Claws to

all feet. Eyes wide apart and near margin of body.

Palpi chelate. Genital plates covered with numerous
small discs.

Diplodmiius despiciens MilUer, 1781.

Female.—Body : Nearly circular. Length about

2 mm. Breadth about i "8 mm. Colour : Although
we only know of one species of this mite, we certainly

Fig. 5.

—

DipkidonUcs despiciens. Ventral surface, female.

have two varieties in Britain ; Variety I is a bright

red, with dark markings on the dorsal surface ; Variety

2 is a brownish yellow, with very dark markings on

the dorsal surface. These markings or patches are

traversed by veins of a creamy colour. The two

varieties are certainly very distinct, but I can find no

difference in structure.

Legs.—First pair about o'S3 mm. Each pair^

counting from the first, get longer as usual. All

the legs are rather weak and thin in appearance, but

to judge by the movements of the little creatures they

are not really so. The fourth pair of legs have more

swimming hairs than the others. In colour, the legs

are the same as the body tint, according to the variety

under examination.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig.

Diplodpntus despiciens.

Fig. 6.—Genital plates, female. Fig. 7.—Palpus.
Fig. 8.—Nymph, ventral surface.

Epimera.—These plates are rather small compared

with the size of body (fig. l). They are arranged in

four groups, two on each side of the median line.

Colour same as other parts of this mite.

Palpi.—Thin, small, and chelate (fig. 3).

Genital Plates.—As seen in fig. 2 are covered

with small discs, which appear to stand up in papular

form.

Nymph.—(Fig. 4). The genital area of this stage

exhibits a great difference in having only 4 discs let

into the surface skin, which in the adult stage is-

succeeded by a great number on special plates.

Localities.—The red variety is very common
everywhere. The yellow variety is not so common.

I have also noticed that the yellow variety, so far as

my own personal collecting has gone, has always

occurred in streams of running water and not in ponds.

I hope other students of freshwater mites will notice

if this is usually the case.

(To be continued.)

Shell Notes.— In May, 1897, I made several

excursions to Wicken F'en, Cambridgeshire, and found

specimens of Vertigo in abundance. Among the few

I kept, Mr. B. B. Woodward, F.L.S., F.G.S., has

kindly identified V. pygmaea^ and V. a}itivertigo.

The bulk of my specimens have been in the hands of

the official referee of the Conchological Society since

August, 1897, but, so far as I know, they are still

unidentified, officially. At Godmanchester, Hunts,

on July 6th current, in examining the Ouse back-

water, which runs through the causeway, I found a

young specimen of AuodoiUa anatina^ to which a

young Dreisseiisia polymorpha had become anchored.

The latter mollusc is fairly abundant in that back-

water.

—

(Rev.) R. Ashington Biillen,F.L.S., F.G.S.,.

Little Stukeley Rectory, Hunts.
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A DICTIONARY ADDED TO

THE LIBRARY OF REFERENCE.
Issued by

THE CENTURY DICTIONARY.
HALF PRICE TO EARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

THE annual production ot books worth reading: is quite as

larg-e in England as in any other country; the serious

reviews are not altogether lost to sight in the Hood of

cheap magazines, and our newspapers devote more space

to contemporary history and less space to tittle-tattle than do the

newspapers published in some parts of the world. So constant a
supply of valid mental food must inevitably enrich the mind of

the general reader, if it is properly digested. And since there is

a steady demand for standard works of reference, it is fair to

assume that the British reader takes the trouble to think about
what he reads. The unintelligent type of reader is certainly not

over fond of enc3''clopa;dias and dictionaries, so that the sale of

such works affords a very fair test of the energy or indolence of

our assimilation.

'

£35o;ooo.
It is known that over eighteen thousand copies of the En-

cvcLOP.^DiA Britannica wcre sold in the United Kingdom
during the year which ended last Lady Day, a sale representing

an investment, by the public, of considerably more than ^350,000

in this one work of reference. Within the few weeks which have

elapsed since The Times anntunced its issue of the Century
Dictionary, more than fifteen hundred copies of that work have

been purchased. So keen a demand for works of reference

certainly points to the existence of a large class of thoughtful

readers, and shows, too, that a good many of us pursue almost

unconsciously, acontinuedcourseof secondary education, making
headway without any sense of effort. The most cursory

examination of such a work as the Century Dictionary is

sufficient to prove that it must exert a very real influence for

good wherever it is habitually used.

A WORD-BOOK AND FACT-BOOK.
At once a word-book and a fact-book, it serves the double

purpose of guiding the reader to the accurate use of words
and the swift apprehension of facts. Unlike the Encyclopedia
Britannica, it deals with isolated facts rather than with facts in

groups. Of these two methods of presenting information, each

possesses its characteristic advantages. When one desires to

have all that there is to learq about any gi^'en branch of know-
ledge, the Encyclopaedia Britannica is found to be the most
exhaustive, the most readable, and the most authoritative collec-

tion of treatises which has ever been formed. When, on the

other hand, it is expedient to find one's way as quickly as possible

to any single item of information, disregarding the temptation

to pause for the consideration of allied subjects, the brief and
individualised expositions offered by the Century Dictionary
enable the reader to learn what he wants to learn without

encountering extraneous facts. The two works of reference are

admirable complements one to the other, from this point of view.

As a word-book the Century Dictionary is incomparably the

best in the world. Its vast vocabulary comprises the English of

the past and of the present, the whole body of the language,

literary, technical, and colloquial, provincial, colonial, and
American, all possible usages, and all possible forms of spelling.

Its tables of synonyms, its collection of quotations and the

copious illustrations, which add not less to the utility than to the

beauty of its pages, are all planned and executed with surpassing

skill. Its eight volumes—seven thousand pages in all—contain

500,000 definitions, 300,000 quotations, and 7,500 illustrations, a

Wealth of detail which no other dictionary has as yet approached.

a bargain for prompt applicants.
The price at which this marvellous work is offered bj' The

Times is, to book-buyers, whose means are not unlimited, a

consideration of no little importance.

In pursuance of the policy adopted by TJic Times in its issue of

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, a very great reduction in the

price is accompanied by the further convenience of the monthl>"

payment system. The Century Dictionary is supplied by The

Times at £\2t, in the Half Morocco Binding, a reduction of 45

per cent, from the regular price. The work in Three-Quarter

Levant Binding—recommended alike by its beautj' and durability

—is ;&i5, and the Full Morocco Binding, adapted to the require-

ments of connoisseurs is sold for ;^i8.

the monthly payment system.
Under the system of serial payments, the eight volumes in any

of the three styles of binding, will be promptly delivered, all at

one time, for a preliminary payment of only one guinea, the

purchase to be completed by further monthly payments of one

guinea. The price, under these conditions, is, according to the

binding, thirteen, fifteen, or eighteen guineas in all—only 5 per

cent, more than the price for payment in cash.

This remarkable combination of a very large reduction in price

with the most convenient terms of payment is the result of a

novel theory of bookselling.

The foundation of all discount prices in the bookselling trade is

cash payment, an inconvenience which the purchaser must suffer

in order to get the advantage of the discount.

The Times dispenses with cash payment, and yet gives a far

larger discount than is generally allowed for cash payment.

That is the NEW THEORY OF BOOKSELLING. Perhaps

it would be more exact to call it a new theory of advertising.

Every early purchaser of a new work of reference is. un-

consciously, advertising the book. If he is pleased he expresses

his pleasure. If he sees that he has made a good bargain he tells

his friends about it. That is the best advertising in the world.

But a sacrifice must be made in order to obtain it.

A limited edition of the new work must be sold at a very low

price in order to attract a sufficient number of early purchasers

without losing time.

This is the procedure which is now being followed in the case

of the Century Dictionary. As soon as the limited edition has

been exhausted, the price will be increased.

When The Times first offered the Encyclop.edia Britannica.

it was plainly stated that the price would be increased. Yet half

the people who bought the Encyclop.edia Britannica waited

until they had lost the benefit of the minimum price.

Belated purchasers of the Century Dictionary will incur a

similar loss.

Ls it not better to buy the work now ?

Only one guinea in cash need he paid at once. The second

payment of one guinea is not due until the volumes have been

deli\ered. If the purchaser is leaving home for the summer, a

copy of the Century Dictionary will he reserved for him until

he returns, and his second payment will thus be postponed. One

guinea, must, however, be paid now, in order to seCure the

benefit of the introductory price.
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SPECIMEN DEFINITIONS FROM THE CENTURY DICTIONARY

Issued by the ^fje®|11C^
ray

Exlr.iurthnary ray. Sit- r./n/< //-'/(. Hcischclian rays
uf the speclrum- Sec J/ttsiMuin. Medullary rays.
I.I I St-i- nutiuliiiiy. f/) HujkUcs i»f slniinlil ^'r lollivtin^; lubtik-N

ot thi! kiiliu\ (.vuiUiiiii*.! in lliir cortex ; tlie pynimivU ol bVrrcin.

See //(//(/.. Ubscure rays. St-i* o/'siun- and sf-t'ctrum,—

Ordinary ray. S.c feft-m //<»«.— Principal ray. Sec
/v*/«, '/.(/. Ritleric rays. Sec A'/V/.Wc. Visual rays. Sec
I'iAMdA Cathode rays, a form ol' radiation jfcni-ralcJ in a
vaciiuni-tuhc. in connLVtion with the catlutiic. or nc-nalivc pole,

wlirn .'in ekvtric ilJM'harye is passcil throujjh it. X-rays^ or

Rontgen rays, a form ol radiation liaxin^ cliarat,terlstic .inJ

(lisliiu'live properties. tiiM-'ox cred hv rr^ilessor Wilhehn Ki>iirad

U'>nlK»'n. **' W'lir/biirjj (aniu^mu'ed by hiin in nefeiiiluT, iS<)5K

ile slii»\veil that the di^Lhar^;e ot ;( lar^Je Kidnnkorrt coil throu^;lI

a \aciiuni-tube jtro^hices ;i form ot" radi.'ition external lo the

laltcr. «hich b.is t'-e pr^ipert) »<!' causinj^' various suhslaiices to

Ihioresce : v>f' atVictin;^ the ordiii.ir) phiU»»j,'r.iphic plate like li^ht

(ihtui^h itself invisible); ami ot" penetrating: op.tqiie bo^Ues in

\ariinis tlenree>, accortlin^; ti> lliclr ilensilj and rel.ilive tliickness,

platinum, Ictil, .and silver bein(^ ipiite op.uiiie. while aluminium.
wood, and paper are ijuite lransp;irenl. lie also found tliat these

rays arc not refracted by prisms \yi carbun disidphid, and th;it

uncertain refractivui v>ccurs with \iilc.'inized rubber prisms ;»nd

those made oi alumintimi ; that powdered substances, o|iai|uc to

white li^ht, arc miile as transparent to these rays as solid Ixulies

vtf equal mass; .-ind that bi'dics h;i\'in^ roueh surfaces :ict like

those ^vhv>se surfaces ;irc polished. 'I'hese facts forced him tt>

conclude that retraction and ^c^'ul.lr rcllection do not exist, but
that such lH>dics beha\c ti< X-^a^s ;is muddy medi.a l^i lit^ht.

Other conclusions were th.at these rays pass throuf,'h ;»1I

s\ibslances at the same speed : ih.it air absorbs a \ery nuich
smaller part \>i ihem than \>i catbotle r.iys ; that tlie\ are not
dellected b\ a magnet ; that the spot on the wall ol the tube
which Huoresces most decidedK is tv> be rcR-irdcd as the principal

|ioint o^ their radiation ; that when the cathode rays are dcHected
within the tube, the spvit is ch.-in>;ed, thus pri,>ducin^j a new source
ot radiation ; that, tnereforc, cathode rays and X-r.iys arc not
identical ; that X-rays arc rcctilincarly propa^^atctl ; that no
interfereiice pbeniimena of X-rays were found to exist ; th,-it the
;ibi>ve facts tend to shou that they have properties not hitherto
known in connection with ultra-\iolet. visible, and infra-red

lijjiit ; and that, therefore, they do not consist of transverse
vibrations s>i the ether, but K^i longitudinal vibrations. Tlie

source ot X-rays has been shown to be the surface upon which
the cathode rays first strike, whether that surface be the wall of
the tube or an object placed within the tube: when this object
within the tube is the aninle itself, the emanations are most
powerful. It has also been Uiund that X-rajs ha^e the properly,
in common with ultr.a-violct lijjht. of dispersing nej?.ative charges
on insulated surfaces and the pi^wer ot pv->sitivel\ electrifying-

svicb svirfaces ; and that rej^ular retlectit>n, tboujjh weak, ma>- be
demonstrated by the use of tile pliotofjrapbicj plate ;tnd lon^;

in. 1 1. . i / li.i.i I'leviousty hhown that c^iihoUc ray*
peiiL-irate o|>.u|ue lH>dies, and Lenard that stieh ravit may pantt

throuKl) aluminium forming a part i.-'i the wall of tlie tube and
alTect the photo^r.'ipbic plate, but that llieir absorption ih

excessi\e beyond a few miUtmctcrH from the aluminium window,

Diatomacese (cH"a-l*'»-masc-c), n, pL INF-, <
Dialoma -|- iu\-u.\ An order of niicn^scnpic tinictlitilar-

alj^iu, much rcsuiuldin}^ ihc *Dcsf/iidiiui,!., from which

they arc dislinj^uishcd hy

a silicification of the ccl

wall and I>y the presence

of a ijrownish pigment
which conceals ihe yreen
of the chloropliyl. The
Cells are either isolated or
united into threads, etc., and
olten secrete a thin jeily in

in which they live socially.

liach fruslule is ct>mposed
oi two separate and smiilar

parts (vaKes), the cdg"es ot

which usually fit one oxer
the other like the lid of a box.
Reproductii>n takes pl.'icc

as in the desmids, in two
w.ays, by division and by sex-
u:ilconjuj;;ition. Diatoms ex-

ist in all parts ot the world
in immense numbers at thf

bottom of the sea and oi
tVesh water, and arc .also

fourd attached to the sub-

merjfcd parts of aquatic
plants, etc., and amon^
mosses and in other d.amp
localities. There are many
R-encra, and the number of
known species exceeds 1,500.

They vary g^reatly in the form
and marking oi the valves.

which arc often exquisitely

sculptured, forming beauti-

/1\

11/

-111A a
Diatoinamr, iiMijiiilicd.

(I, >'uuii>; nidiviiiiMlsur Ct^icn'iHa ian-
i^o/titiiHi; A. loiiji:iliitl)ii»1 view of ;t sin^lf
fnistulc o( Strialflia inttrruf'la, nIiow-

in^: strife ; c, ilomfiuuttnut hyalimiiit,
ntt.icliC(t 10 .1 rilaMRMit uf Lon/rn-a : rf.

Sfriatflta inferru/>ta : ni.uiy imlividti.ilN

united lilcT.dty lo fonii .1 'str.iii->li.i|H.*d

cttluriy with ;i Literal |>c<li(X'l. (("'roiii I.c

M.ioiit .iii<l Deciisric's "Traitc yciicral
di: Hot.ini.iiir.">

ful i>bjecls under the Inicroscope and testinc its hif^hest powers.
In some species the lines arc found to equal 1^5,uoo to tne inch.
Extensive fossil depv'isits of the sjlicious rem.iins of /yiatoniact'tr

oe'cur in various kx-:ilitics. as at Rilin in Mohcmia, and in V'ir-

j^inia, Nevada, and California. They are sometimes used as
polishinjj-powder. The\ ;ire .abundant in j^tiano. .\tso called
fimillttriaciir.

SPECIMEN PAGES.— .V richly illustrated i)ani()hlcl containing specimen paj^es from TnK Ckntlrv Dictionakv
may he had gratis and post free, upon application lo the Manager of TlIK TiMKS,
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srp-MKR(;i:i) iorests xicar ii()\i..\ki:.

Hy v.. J. ItuRCEss Soi'i', K.E.S,

VJ l!AI\ till.' oxtrcmt; wcstcin piiiiu of llio short.

'^ length of coaslUiic which constitutes the most

northerly boun<hiry of the county of Cheshire is

situate, what was until a few years aj,'o the little

fishing hamlet of Hoylake, but which has now be-

come uniteil with a neighbouring village to form

the township ami seaside resort of Iloylake-cuni-

Sl'liMKRc.Ko Forest, near Hovl.\kk.

themselves I will select that to the Submerged

Forest, both on account of its general interest and

the ease with which it can be reached.

These ancient forest remains lie due east of Hoy-

lake, and can be reached in half-an-hour's stroll

along the shore, or by taking the train to Meets

and following the sandy lane on to the sandhills

near Dove Point. -V time should be chosen when

the tide is well out, a matter easy of accomplish-

• ment on a flat coast like that of the Wirral, where

the water recedes to a considerable distance.

, Should the first-named route be decided upon, the

.' pedestrian mav be interested to know that amongst

- ' the sandhills which lie to the right between the

'^ end of the promenade and the house discerned at

ri the point some half-mile further on, there exist

A large colonies of Culhtei c-iiniciilaria. This is our

l famous "Wallasey bee," so-called because it was

lirst found at, and thought to be confined to that

localilv, but in addition to Hoylake it has of late

vears been recorded from the sand dunes on the

J Lancashire coast, as well as from Chester and other

places. It is a plasterer and constructs its bur-

rows in the sandbanks. In size and general ap-

West Kirby. Possessing between them both mild

and bracing climates, and being within ten miles

of the populous city of Liverpool, it is not astonish-

ing when once " discovered," that this dual-town-

ship at the mouth of the Dee should have grown in

size and importance to the dimensions it presents

to-day. I have said discovered, but re-discovered

would be a more appropriate term, for the neigh-

bourhood possesses a history of consiilerable in-

terest, glimpses of its past appearing at intervals

through a period of time stretching back for more

than a thousand years. With the alteration of the

coast and the silting up of its channel, which has

been more or less continuous since the middle of

the last century, and very marked and persistent of

late vears ; together with the rapid rise of the neigh-

bouring ports of Liverpool and Birkenhead, the

importance of Hoylake h.ad waned considerably.

Within recent vears, however, it has again appar-

entlv entered on a new lease of life, and appears

likelv soon to entirely eclipse any former claim

which it may have had to recognition as a residen-

tial place of note. It is not, however, of Hoylake

itself I wish to write, so passing over its various

cycling, golfing, boating, and other attractions,

propose in the present article to ir.vroduce the pos-

sible visitor to one of the many delightful walks

with which the neighbourhood abounds. Among
the excursions son>e cannot fail to prove of interest

to the most casual observer, whilst to the antiquary

and naturalist they will appeal still more strongly.

From the two or three which first nalura sugsrest

SCHMERliEO FoRt-M, .NhAK HoVLAKK, EvVsTbK.N Em>.

pearance C. ciinirularin somewhat resembles the

common hive bee, but is readily distinguished from

it by its thin posterior legs .and the wasp-like for-

mation of the tongue. These dunes also produce

many interesting moths, sand-wasps, beetles, espe-

cially .\phodii, and other insects. On the cliffs

bevond the house previously mentioned the beau-

tiful chafer, Annmala frixcliii, is usually exceed-

ingly plentiful during July and August. This

beetle may be seen either Hying or crawling on the

bare sand during the middle of the day. It is

upon these sandhills we should emerge had the

train taken us to ileols. A botanist may note on

the way from the station the clusters of small

greenish flowers of the nettle-leaved Goose-foot
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(Ohenopodium mnrnh); the lesser wart-cress
(SeneUera didyma), one of the more local of the
Cruciferae, and differing from the common wart-
cress or swine's-cress in the form of the fruit ; as
well as Geranium, pusillum, the' small-flowered
crane's-bill, and the pale, dingy yellow blossoms of
the evil-smelling henbane (Ht/oscijamus niger), and
other characteristic plants.

Arriving at Dove Point, one is at once struck by
the black appearance of the soil on the shore, which
contrasts strongly with the glistening whiteness of
the aeolian drift-sand, over which we have been
plodding. Indeed, it is from this peculiarity that
the point takes its name, the word Dove being
derived from the old Celtic Dhuv, signifying blackt
Descending upon the beach a very little careful
examination will suffice to show that these black
bands running parallel with the coastline are none
other than ancient land surfaces, three of which
-are just here discernible. In the upper bed of
black sandy soil which is thickly penetrated with
£brous roots and lies close under the base of the
-difis, have been found traces of evident cultiva-
tion, but the two lower strata are plainly the
remains of former forests, the whole soil consisting
of a peaty mass of roots and vegetable fibre, in
which fallen timber and stumps of trees, many of
them still where grown, form a striking feature.
Of these last-named beds the upper one is some
3ft. in thickness, and forms the greater part of the
forest now visible. The lower bed must be sought
further seawards, having been much denuded in
recent years by the action of the sea. The latter
is only about one-third the depth of the middle
l)ed, and of almost similar thickness to the upper
soil bed.

The remains of the largest boles of trees are
found in the middle, or upper forest seam, and
are of oak, which trees appear to be most
numerous, but firs, birch, elm, alder and others,
occur in considerable quantities. A short distance
beyond the Point can be seen a roadway or canal,
which has the appearance of having been cut
through the peat at a comparatively recent period.
Progressing still further in the same direction, one
cannot fail to observe that the tree stumps become
smaller as one journeys eastward, but are both more
numerous and more regularly distributed than at

Dove Point, whilst the three distinct surfaces pre-

sented farther back are no longer to be traced.

Not only, however, has the sea eroded the under
forest bed, but the whole coastline has been and is

still being gradually eaten away by the horizontal
action of the waves ; many yards annually disap-

pearing. This is well shown by an erection on
the shore, which is in reality a sewer-ventilating

shaft, that was a few years ago sunk some distance

inland, but within the last five or six years the

intervening cliffs have been washed away, thus

leaving the block of masonry standing like a tower

on the sands. Within the memory of living

persons, the land extended fully half a mile further

out to sea, and not long since were to be seen at

very low tides a portion of an old burial place and
foundations of some of the houses of the ancient
village of Meols, now scattered amongst the shoals

and sandbanks which constitute this coast such a

terror to mariners during a north-westerly gale.

How far seawards this ancient wood formerly ex-

tended it is impossible to say, but excavations at

various places inland have demonstrated the fact

that what to the casual observer may appear to be
the remains of a thin belt of woodland bordering a

plain, now strikingly devoid of timber, is in truth

but a small exposed portion of an immense forest

which at one time probably stretched north and
south from near Blackpool to the River Mersey,
and from far eastwards of the present city of Liver-

pool to the River Dee. The upper forest bed is

well exposed at the mouth of the Alt in Lancashire,

and one or more of these ancient surfaces have

been penetrated when boring and excavating opera-

tions have been carried out at Birkdale, Liverpool,

Birkenhead, Hoylake, and other places. During
the construction of the Birkenhead " Great Float,"

in rSsS, the lowest of the seams exposed at Dove
Point yielded a human skull as well as remains of

Bos primigeniiis, Bos longifrons, and other

animals. In excavating for the foundation of the

present Liverpool Custom House, still further

remains of the ancient short-horned ox were found,

together with horns and bones of the red-deer

(Cervus elaphus), and other early denizens of our

forests and brakes. Equally interesting discoveries

have been recorded from the Wirral coast. Fine

antlers of the red-deer and a beautifully preserved

skull of an ancient ox from these beds until qyite

lately graced the hall of Leasowe Castle close by,

at that time the property and Cheshire seat of Sir

Charles Cust, Bart. Although -the halcyon days

of exciting finds are now past, it is no uncommon
occurrence to pick up teeth of deer and oxen which

become scattered along the coast with the disin-

tegration of the peat by the sea. These may be

picked up about a recent high-water mark, or fished

from one of the many little pools which gather in

the depressions amongst the forest debris.

Of course, the submerged forest at Meols is not

unique of its kind, even in Britain, but it is none

the less interesting on that account. Traces of

such occur on the coasts of Norfolk, Lincoln, Devon

and Cornwall, and like the raised beaches of the

Isle of Portland in Dorset, and Kemp Town,

Brighton, serve to remind us that the earth is never

still. " The everlasting hills " and " the stable

land " may be poetic, but they have no place in

nature, where nothing is at rest, and where no

form is permanent. Indeed, the level of the ever-

moving sea, which we note even now creeping

swiftly landwards and already hiding the lower

portions of our forest, is far more constant through

the long vista of time than is that of the " terra

firma " upon which we stand. The surface of our

globe is always moving, rising here and sinking

there. At the present time this " secular rising,"

as it is termed, is taking place throughout the

#
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greater part of ihc North Polar Region, Siotlaml

anil tlie North of Irrlaml bcini" incluileil in the ele-

vation, tO};ctluT with nil but a small portion of the

Scanilinavian IVninsula. On Ihc other hand, the

southern part of Knt;lan(l is sinking, as is also the

land bordering the Channel on the Continental

side. It has in fact been computed that shouM
the present rate of submergence be eontinueil, in

little n>ore than a thousand years a large part of

Holland, Belgium and the North of France will

have disappearerl below the waves, and i'aris itself

become a maritime city, which may, perhaps, in

& measure, account for the uneasiness evinced bv
the French press at the conlinucil growlh of tin-

British Navy !

Although difTering little in form and structure

from other submerged forests, those situate on the

coast of Cheshire are remarkable for the astonish-

ing number and variety of archaeological objects

which have from lime to time been discovered.

Canon Hume, writing in 1863, enumerates over
three thousand articles as existing in some half-

<lozen collections alone, which had been for the
most part found during a period of less than fifty

vears immediately prior to that date. If we allow
for the number of objects which are known to have
^also been collected, but of which all trace has since

been lost, and for the many others which in all

]>robability have existed, but of which nothing has
been heanl, as well as for those which have been
recovered since the publication of Canon Hume's
monograph; we shall at once see we have a verv

formidable catalogue of " finds." Not onlv is

this list numerically important, but the range and
variety of the antiquities is eipially interesting ; con-

sisting as it does of all manner of articles, from an
iron anchor to bone pins. It includes innumerable
coins, articles of dress and jewellery, crucifixes,

Roman fibulae (42), go.id and other spurs, spear

and arrow heatis, harness, spindle-whorls, tobacco

pipes, with many other things. The materials of

which the objects are composed too are various,

and comprise gold, silver, copper, bronze, iron,

brass, lead, glass, stone, horn, bone, earthenware

and other substances.

How can we account for this vast accumulation

of antiquities, confined as they were to a very re-

stricted area in the vicinity of Dove Point? The
question is one much more easily propounded than

answered. Many theories have been advanced,

but perhaps no one will claim to have altogether

satisfactorily disposed of the matter beyond dis-

pute. Opinion would seem to point to the fact

that at one time a great highway ran along the

border of the forest almost parallel with and near

to the coastline, and that another important route

led inland from a settlement near Dove Point,

which appears through many centuries to have

been a place of some importance, but the site of

which now lies considerably seawards of the present

shore. It is well known in various parts of the

world that for long periods militarv expeditions,

trade and travellers have moved along the same

great highways to the sea, and it is certain from

old records that the neighbourhood of ancient

Meols once enjoyed a reputation as a seaport,

which the casual obiserver of to-day, beholding

nothing but a series of shoals and sanrlbanks, finds

ilifficult to realise. It is easily conceivable and,

indeed, probable, that throughout the long years

that elapsed during which persons of all classes

and nationalities passed to and fro by land and

water and dwelt in and about our ancient settle-

ment, many objects would be dropped by the way-

side, along the converging highways, and become

lost about the lamling-place, or in the immediate

vicinity of the township itself. Periodic great

storms, too, with their resultant shipwrecks and

sudden inroads of the sea might also have contributed

their quota to the .sum total of things lost ; but that one

such great cataclysm is .accountable for the whole

of the objects as has been suggested is scarcely

jirobable. This latter theory would seem to have

much to commend it, did the objects belong to any

particular period in history ; but what is perhaps

even more astonishing than their number, is the

great length of time over which they range, a period

extending over seventeen hundred years, .•\nother

f.actor to be taken into account is the exceeding

beautv and chaste workmanship of many of the

articles found, some of them being inlaid with

enamels or otherwise ornamented and embellished,

which would render them of great value in their

dav. This fact only adds to our mystery at finding

them scatrered about in the comparative profusion,

with which they have occurred near Dove Point.

That only fr.agments of horns, bones, and teeth

have been met with during recent years would seem

to indicate that with the continued wasting away of

the coast we have now got well behind the former

habitations and more frequented spots, and are now

standing over p.art of the great surrounding forest

which we know from history to have covered in

earlv times almost the whole of the hundred of

Wirral.

Perhaps enough has been said to satisfy the

ordinary reader, whilst the few remarks I have

made will but serve to whet the arch.aeological

appetites of those who are interested in the inves-

tigation of the past, and for the latter it will be

only necessary to add that in the Liverpool Free

Public Library can be obtained Hume's " Ancient

Meols," and Morton's " Geology of the Country

round Liverpool," to which excellent works I am
indebted for much of my knowledge of the Wirral

coast. In the Chester and Liverpool Corporation

Museums can be seen a large quantity of the actual

articles discovered, objects of various kinds, the

dates of which range over a period extending from

the time when our district was sparsely peopled

by the ancient cornavii, up to the end of the last

century.

The photographs here reproduced were speciallv

taken by Mr. A. J. Martyn, of Hoylake, for the

author, to illustrate this article.

Sa.rhulme, tloyla/.c, July, 1S99.
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NOTICES BY JOHN T. CAKRINOTON.

Insects Part II. By David Sharp, M.A., M.B..
F.R.S., etc. xii.+626 pp., gin.xej^^in., with 293
illustrations. (London and New York : Macmillan
and Co., 1899.) 17s. net.

This, being Volume VI. of the Cambridge Natural

History, contains the Hymenoptera continued from
Part I., Coleoptera, Strepsiptera, Lepidoptera,

Diptera, Aphaniptera, Thysanoptera, Hemiptera,
and Anophera. The work is preceded by the

"Scheme of Classification" adopted by the

author in its pages. There is the usual modern
tendency to individuality in arrangement of species ;

but we are pleased to note in Lepidoptera that the

Rhopalocera or butterflies still precede the Ileterocera,

though some authors have placed them in the middle

of the moths. As a whole, we imagine Dr. Sharp's

arrangement will find approval. The Coleoptera or

beetles naturally occupy an important portion of the

book, and will command attention on account of the

author's known speciaHsm in the order. The work is

beautifully illustrated, numbers of the drawings being

new, and admirably adapted for exhibiting the par-

ticular points intended. Dr. Sharp's pleasant literary

style and knowledge of his subject make this a valuable

addition to the naturalist's library.

The Centtiiy Dictionary. Edited by Professor
William Dwight Whitney. Over 7,000 pp. in

8 volumes, I2in. x 9in. x 2iin. thick, with about

7,50oillustrations. " The Times " Edition. (London:
The '-Times" Office, 1899.) ^13.
The system adopted by the "Times" newspaper in

enabling persons to whom a large payment down is a

consideration, to have the whole work delivered in

advance, will do much to promote a more exact

knowledge of things, so generally deficient among
Englishmen. This very tendency to inaccuracy

among people generally, is one of the greatest

misfortunes of our time, and largely helps to delay

true progress. The issue under such important

auspices as the "Times," of that splendid book of

reference "Encyclopaedia Britannica," cannot have
failed to extend a general knowledge on many subjects.

Now, under the same auspices is appearing the best

of all English Dictionaries, the "Century Diction-

ary." The history of this remarkable work is most
interesting, as the management has produced a unique
dictionary in which the latest words are included up
to the date of issue, and it therefore contains many
words not found elsewhere in dictionaries. To effect

this result upwards of ^200,000 was spent on literary

research under the direction of Professor Whitney,
by a staff of some 500 specialists, before anything was
committed to print. This was commenced 15 years

ago by the Century Company. No other dictionary

goes more deeply into the history, etymology, changes
and value of words, or contains more synonyms,
allied words, and general philological study, than this

fine work for reference. The illustrations are

admirably chosen, so that they may convey meaning
to English-speaking persons in every part of the

world. So fully treated are the words that this

becomes an encyclopaedia as well as a dictionary,

being indeed more valuable, as it goes further than

mere articles. The student or science, no matter of
what branch, will find the "Century Dictionary"
invaluable, because few words met with in scientific

literature are omitted, and not any in general use. We
give as an example, selected at random, of the treat-

ment of words " hemlock" just as it appears with its

illustration.

hemlock (hem'lok), n. [<ME. hemlol\ also

written liumloh, humlohe, homdolc, irreg. < AS.
hemVic, In/mcJic (gen. iiemlices), also hi/niHce (gen.

In/nii'icftii), oldest form liiimbVicac, hemlock ; appar.
<hrm-, hi/iii-, oi unknown origin. -\- -lie, -hce, a

termination supposed to be identical with that in

AS. ccrlie, E. eliartoc'', and late AS. hcierUc, E.
bar/fi/ : see /larh'i/'^l 1. A poisonous plant, Coniiiin

maciilatiim, of the natural order Vmbelliferae
It is a t«all, erect, branching biennial, with a smooth, shining,
hollow stem (usually marked with purplish spots), elegant
much-di^dded leaves, and white flowers in compound umbels
of ten or more rays, surrounded by a general involucre of
from three to seven leaflets. It is found throughout Europe

Floweringf Umbels and Leaves of Hemlock {Coniuiii
/itaculatwii).

a, flower; h, fruit; c, hemicarp cut transversely.

and temperate Asia in waste places, on banks, and under
walls. It is said to be fatal to cows, while horses, goats and
sheep may feed upon it without danger. The poison
administered to Socrates, and in common use for the execu-
tion of criminals in ancient Athens, is supposed to have been a
decoction of it, though some think that this potion was obtained
from water-hemlock {Cictita viro.s^i). Hemlock is a powerful
sedative, and is used medicinally. The extract is con-
sidered the best preparation. It is often ser\iceable as a sub-
situte for or an accompaniment to opium. Ithasbeen found
very useful in chronic rheumatism and in whooping-cough,
and in allaying the pain of irritable sores .and cancerous ulcer's.

The virtues of hemlock reside in an alkaline principle teiined
Conine or co""/, which is most abundant in the fnlit and seeds.

See coriltie.

Round about the caldron go
;

J n the poison'd entrails throw, . . .

Root of htmlock digg'd i' the dark.
Shak.f Macbeth, iv. 1.

As touching liendnchp., it is also a ranke poyson, witnesse the
publike ordinance and law of the Athenians, whereby male-
factor's who have deserved to die were forced to drinlie that
odious potion of h'-iiuocke.

JInlland, tr. of PUny, x-xv. 13.

Beneath an emerald plane
Sits Diotima, teaching him that died
Of hemlock.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

2. The hemlock-spruce.

—

Hemlock stork's-bill,
the stork's-bill, Krodmrn cicutarium • so named because the
dissected leaves resemble those of the hemlock.
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Before closing this notice the writer may till a joke

against hinisclf in connection with the " Century

Dictionary." Having occnMon to refer to a word for

its exact value, he as usual consulleil the "Century
Dictionary" and found the (|Ucitalion to ^how its

application was taken from an article written liy John
T. Carrington ! We strongly recommend our readers

t(i get this work. Its po.ssession may he attaiited by

an act of daily self-denial to the extent of a few pence,

until the indehtedness for the dictionary is liquidated ;

though the volumes will he delivered on signing the

order and pa\'ing the tirst guinea deposit.

Instcis, tliiir Sinii/iire anil !.if<-. By (".l.:nRi;F. 11.

Caki'KNTIck, H.Sc.I.ond. x. +404 pp., 75ln. x 5111.,

ivith 183 illustrations and a pedigree diagram.

(London : J. M. Dent and Co., iSgg.) 4s. 6d. net.

Mr. Carpenter's useful little hook bears as a sub-

title the announcement that it is a Primer of

Entomology. In his preface Mr. Carpenter only

claims that his book is a compilation. This to some
extent is necessarily so and we should be apt to dread

the subject-matter within its covers, were it otherwise.

-Still, there are compilations well worth attention, and
this is one of them. The author tersely, and with

much judgment, tells the story uf Entomology in a

pleasing fashion, which is sure to obtain many recruits

to the study of insects. .Vmong some orders of

Insecta we note changes of arrangement, for instance

in the Order Lepidoptera, the chapter opens with the

words "Moths and Buticrtlies" and so they are

arranged by Mr. Carpenter. He tells us that "the
popular division of Lepidoptera into butterflies and
moths is nuite unscientific." Indeed, these are hard

times for the beginner. Take this statement, which
is (|uitc true, in conjunction with I)r. Sharp'sauthori-

tative work we have just noticed, and let the

uninitiated judge between them. It is enough to

drive him to postage-stamps. In the two books the

arrangement of orders are difl'erent, that of the

families in the orders is often different, as arc

frequently the names of species. Both authors

are men whom we can respect, and each knows what
he is writing about, yet ihe result is—apparent chaos.

Nevertheless, we can recommend Mr. Carpenter's

little work as one well worth perusal, and one likely

to be useful to its readers whom we trust will in good
time be able to judge for themselves, and even
propound new theories to vex the next generation of

entomologists. The book is liberally illustrated, and
prettily produced, though we should have thought for

a book of this class, intended ratlier for everyday
work than to be put uncut on the library shelves, there

might have been less straining after the antique and
fewer rough edges and uneven pages.

Bacteria. By Gkorge Newman, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
D.P.IL, XV. -f 351 pp., 8Jin. X 6in., with 23 plates

and 6t illustrations in text. (London : John Murray,
1S99.) 6s.

This work is one of the Progressive Science .Series

and deals with a subject, which thtiugh comparatively

new is recognised as of the highest po.ssible impor-

tance to the human race and its domesticated animals.

Dr. Newman, who is the Demonstrator of Bacloriology

in King's College, London, places the subject before

his readers lucidly and with a simplicity indicating a

thorough knowledge of his subject. His first chapter

deals w ith the biology of bacteria, which will prove a

most useful treatise for those desiring a better know-
ledge of these low organisms. This chapter includes

a description of their culture, and the apparatus
necessary, which is fully illustrated. In the next

chapter dealing with bacteria in water, more apparatus
for their study is figured. The same applies to the

third chapter describing air-borne species. This is

followed by an article on the bacteria of fermentation.

Bacteria of the soil are then treated, as are those in

milk and other foods. The remainder of the Ixxik

deals with bacteria in connection with disea.ses,

iMnnmiity and anti. toxins. The book closes with a
valuable chapter on disinfection.

Fauna of Sltiopshiix. By H. Kdwahd Kokki'.st,

XV. -f- 24S pp., illustrated by numerous plates and
portraits, 8in. X S'n. (Shrewsbury : L. Wilding,
l.ondcm : Terry and Co., 1899.) 7s. 6d.

The author of this elegantly pioduce<l little work is

an Hon. Local Secretary of the Caradoc and .Severn

\'alley Field Club. As in<licated by the title of the

work, it is entirely of a local character, but never-

theless contains a great deal of information, useful

beyond the boundaries of the County. Although
bearing the title of the " Fauna of Shropshire,"

Mr. I'orrest does not go beyond the vertebrates,

confining him.self to the mammals, birds, reptiles, and
fishes. There are many interesting little notes .sprc-rd

thoiugh the pages, which will repay the subscribers

who have a.ssisted the author in bringing out his book.

Perhaps, however, the most valuable chapter is that

referring to stmie past Shropshire naturalists, who.se

portraits are given with biographical notices, such
being always u.seful to County historian.s. The
illustrations are generally successful, though many of

them are taken from animals preserved in museum
cases.

Inipyessiots of Aiiiei-ica. Bv T. C. Pok'I'KK. M.A.,
F.C.S., F.R.A.S., K.P.S. xxi. + 341 pp.. 9in.X6in.,
with 57 ilhistration.s. (London : C. Arthur Pearson,

Ltd., 1899.) los. 6d.

This book has all the appearance of originality.

I'irsl it is tied with crimson ribbon, and as some of

the plates are stereoscopic, there is appended in a

little case within the binding, a small stereoscope, for

the better examination of the views, which are often

mounted in duplicate for this purpose. There is

rather an elaborate explanation of the use of this little

instrument, but its perus;tl will enable the reader to

get a better appreciation of its necessity. The author

h.as had excellent opportunities, of which he has fully

availed himself, the result being a remarkable
pictorial collection of the wonders of American
scenery, with some good descriptive wiiting. At the

end of the book are several interesting appendi<-es, in

which there is some scientific matter, especially with

regard to physical geograph)-. a new theory of gey.sers,

and an explanation of the apparent, but not ex.ict,

breadth of the American Fall at Niagara. There is

much to interest one, and some pleasing illustrations.

Chals Ahont the Microstope. By Henky C.
SHEt.i.EY. loi pp., 7iin. X 5in., with frontispiece

.and 30 illu.strations. (London : The Scientific Press,

Ltd., 1899.) 2.S.

The title of this little book fittingly describes its

contents. It is .scarcely a volume that would be of

service to the experienced microscopist or naturalist,

but is written with a view to inculcate in the casu.al

wayfarer a love of nature, especially in those minute
forms that re(|uire the microscope for their investiga-

tion and even for their observation. To this end it is

well adapted, and might serve as a very elementary
introduction to the use of the microscope. Slight in

iteatmenl, it alludes briefly to such well-known forms
of microscopic life as \'olvox, Hydra, and Daphnia,
the Desmids, the Diatoms, etc. It touches on,

rather than explains, the elementary use of the

micro.scope and the necessary methods of mounting.
The illustrations are clear and characteristic of their

subjects.—F.S.S.
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MICROSCOPY

CONDUCTED BY F. SHILLINGTON SCALES, F.R.M.S.

List of Ponds.—As a beginner who is interested

in Pond Life, I would like to recommend (as sug-

gested ante page 57) to others my favourite pools in

Richmond Park, Surrey. The ponds are situate in

most cases near to Kingston Gate, Ham Gate, Ladder

Stile and Robin Mood Gate. The following may be

found : Amoeba, Vorticella, Hydra, Rotifers, Water

YXt&s, Stentor polyinorphtis, I'ok'ox, etc. I may add

that Hydra viridis may be found in abundance in the

roadside ditch, near to Beverly Bridge, Putney Vale,

where I have taken some just recently. ^^/c/w; Pearson,

GUnville Koad, Norhiton, Surrey.

Method for Ripening Hae.matoxyi.in.— Prof.

H. F. Harrispreparesaripenedsolutionofhaematoxylin

by the following means, which, in view of the frequent

use of this stain by microscopists, may be worth

trying. One grm. of haematoxylin in crystals is

dissolved in 10 grm. of absolute alcohol. Then a

second solution is made of 20 grm. of ammonium or

potassium alum dissolved in 200 ccm. of hot distilled

water. The two solutions are mixed at once or after

24 hours, and '5 grm. of mercuric oxide (either red or

yellow) is added, 'the mixture heated to boiling, and

then quickly cooled. The liquid at once becomes

dark red, and may be used for staining (if necessary)

without delay. A precipitate that sometimes forms

after a few days may be filtered off, and does not

reappear.

Microscopic Preparations of Copepoda.—Mr.

C. D. Marsh says that copepoda and pentomostraca in

general are most easily collected by means of a

dredge, the mouth of which is covered with a cone of

coarse wire gauze. This gauze-covered mouth keeps

out the sticks, weeds, etc., so that the net can be

repeatedly drawn through a weedy pond without

becoming choked with debris. For histological

purposes Mr. Marsh recommends killing by one of

the osmic acid preparations, but for systematic pur-

poses, or for the study of the muscles, he has found

.alcohol the best killing and preserving agent.

Formalin leaves the material too brittle for dissec-

tion. The best staining results are obtained by

immersion in dilute picro carmine, for one to three

days. For dissecting, the alcohol should be

replaced by glycerine, but the change must be made
gradually or the specimen will be distorted and

perhaps ruined. The dissection will require the

finest needles, and better work can be done if they are

carefully ground down on two sides, so as to make
minute scalpels. Mr. Marsh uses almost exclusively

Farrant's medium for mounting, and the parts as

dissected in glycerine can be removed direct into this

medium.
Nitragin and the Nodules of Leguminous

Plants.—Miss Maria Dawson states that a study of the

nodules found upon the roots of leguminous plants has

ltd her to an unhesitating confirmation of the parasitic

nature both of the filaments and of the bacteroids. The

formation of tubercles is the result of inoculation with

nitragin, either of the seeds or soil, and this consists

of minute straight micrococcus-like organisms which

become connected into bacteroids and straight rods.

Movements of Diatoms.—Mr. F. R. Rowley
has given an abstract of Lauterborn's important work
on the Structure, Division and Movement of
Diatoms. The structure of Pinnidaria 7najor, and
Snrirella ealcarata is described in detail. Lauterborn
believes in the existence in the former species of an
enveloping layer of hyaline jelly, so transparent, and
of a refractive index so closely corresponding to the
surrounding water, as to be completely invisible, even
with the best lenses, in clear water. The motion is

probably due to very fine gelatinous threads, equally

invisible, which proceed from the central node and
run obliquely backwards, forming an acute angle with

the surface of the frustule. In other species, how-
ever, both these and the hyaline investment, are

apparently wanting.

New Cell for Liquid Mounts.—Mr. Chas.
Baker, of Holborn, has sent us a glass micro-slip tO'

which a glass cell has been attached by some process
of vitrification. This should prove a practical method
of surmounting a difficulty that has been a constant
source of trouble to microscopists and we commend
these cells to the notice of our readers. The price is

4s. per dozen.

Bete Rouge of West Indies.—Mr. W. Cran,
who contributed some time ago some interesting"

drawings of the Mycetozoa of the West Indies, and
also of the "chigoe" of the same locality (Science-
Gossip, Vol. iv. , N. S., page 361), sends us a drawing
of the " Bete rouge," which we herewith reproduce.
It also is a native of the West Indies, and is a source
of considerable annoyance and discomfort at certain

seasons of the year. It lives amongst grass, and attacks
anyone walking or sitting near it. The creature

being very small, and keeping its hold tenaciously,

is difficult to remove. The best remedy is to smear
the part with oil or

vaseline. The speci-

men illustrated was
picked from the top

of a vesicle, which it

had produced upon
the arm of a lady.

The colour of the
' Bete rouge," is, as

its name implies, a

bright red. It seems

to belong to the Tick
family, in which case

its having only three

pairs of legs would
apparently indicate that it is still immature, but

Mr. Cran says that he has not observed any specimens
with four pairs of legs like an adult tick.

How to Keei> Voi.vox.—Some time ago a corres-

pondent of this journal wrote stating that he had
succeeded in keeping Volvox glohaior in good con-

dition for a long time by placing the bottle containing

the Volvox under a rain-water .spout, so that only a

few drops could drip into it to replace the loss by
evaporation. Mr. F. Ilarrisson, of Cheadle, Staffs,

writes us that after trying this and many other ways he
has succeeded better during this dry summer, than

ever before, by the following simple method. In a
window looking west he has placed a wide-mouthed
bottle half full of water, and within this, but not

communicating with the water, the bottle containing

the i'oh'o.w Two or three times a week he adds a
teaspoonful of spring water. Mr. Harrisson has sent

us a tube of Volvox from this bottle. He says they are

at least ten times as numerous as when, two months
ago, he collected them.

Bete roits^e X 12c.
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KoRAMiNlKKRA KROM KENT.—With ihe approach
ol the holiday season some of our readers who are
thinkinj; of visitinji Margate may he j;rateriil to Mr.
Frank I'. .Smith for reminding them that the smooth
sand siirroiindint; the extremity of the Nayland Ki>ck
breakwater is a yood locality lor collectinj; foraniini-

fera. Mr. liarland's articles in the two last numbers
of SilKM:|.:(;i)s.sif («///,- pp. 8 and 53), jjive most
complete and detailed methods with regard to the
treatment of ttiis material.

Ul.\MoMi Bi;iyi IKS. -Mr. Smith also recommend.s
Epping Korest as a good locality for the heautiful
diamond beetles found in every cabinet of microscopic
objects. They may be picked from the trunks of trees,

or collected by simply sweeping a net amongst the
nettles and low herbage. .Mr. Smith recommends
that the beetles should be dried for some weeks before
mounting whole, and suggests that a cyanide bottle
only should be used for a killer, as spirit has a tendency
to destroy the colour.

I'ARASITKS OI- IIOUSK F'l.IKS AND BlRDS.—Mr.
Cran also sends drawings of a red parasite, taken
from a house tly, and of another parasite taketi from a
bird. I le found two of the former concealed under

P.VRv^SITK OF Hol'SE Fl-V.

Fig. I vcntr.ll aspect X ,80. Fi(i. 2 a foot of 3rd pair X jto.

Fip. 3 mouth organs X 260.

the antennae. He adds that he has found parasites

with similar mouth-organs on grasshoppers. The
latter were found on the larger feathers of the birds'

Parasitk ot* Bmns.
Fij;. I male. Fig. j female x 60. Fig. 3 foot of female X a6o.

wings, and were grayish in colour. Like the " Bete
rouge " these parasites come from Antigua, West
Indies. Mr. Cran would be glad of any information
with regard to any of them.

MICKOSCOI'N KjU BKGINXKKS.

Etv F. SlIIULINUTOM SCALK.S. F.K..M.S.

(VanIill ititl from f>a^f ,^t>.)

\Vk now come to Ihe sub.stage condenser, a piece
of apparatus that originated in Kngland. Without
this no microscope stand can be considered complete,
or capable of doing good work with any other than
low powers. It is the adjunct that make.s' the modern
microscope so enormously superior to its prcdece.s,sors,
and is second only in importance to the invention of
the achromatic objective. Its otl'ice is to gather
together, concentrate and focus the light upon the
object. No microscope should be purchased that has.
not fittings for such a conden.ser, or to which the con-
denser cannot at any rale be subsequenlh- readily
added. In its simplest form it is merely a ring fitted
beneath the stage and accurately centered with the
optic axis of the microscope. The inside diameter of
this ring should be Ihe " Society '"

size, i.e., \\ inches,
full. As, however, the centering of the objectives
themselves generally varies more or less, it is a greal
advantage to have some means of slightlv altering the
centering of this ring. Further, as the condenser
re(|uires focussing like the objective, a focu.ssing
adjustment becomes more than a convenience. This
may be by rack and pinion, or by one of the cheaper
forms of adjustment made by certain makers for their
less expensive stands. Failing this, the condenser i.s.

made to slide in the fitting or ring, in its simple form,
to which I have above alluded.

We have now briefly enumerated the essentials of
a modern microscope stand, and it will be advisable
here to illustrate certain typical stands of individual
makers. We have purposely selected for illustratioiv
microscopes by makers who are in the front rank, and
whose riames are a guarantee of good workmanship,
.and desigti. We have, of course, relied opon our own
judgment in making such selection, but we wish it to
be clearly understood that we make no invidious
distinctions, that there are other stands and also other
makers, which our space and the scope of our
articles alone prevent us from enumerating in detail.

Messrs. K. and J. Beck, of Cornhill, have recently
brought out a greatly improved model of thci'r
former "Star" microscope which thev call the
•' British Student's." With rack and piiiion coarse

R. & J. Beck's British Stide.vt's Microscope.

adjustment, micrometer screw fine adjustment, draw-
lube engraved with millimetre scale, double mirrors,
under stage fitting with iris (/.t-., contracting)
diaphragm, and large tripod stand, this microscope
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costs in case complete £ti I2s. 6d. With one eye-

piece, an inch and a quarter inch objective,

and a special cheap but efficient Abbe con-

denser, the whole will cost £6 os. 6d. With
sliding coarse adjustment instead of the rack and

R. &.]. Beck's "Continental."

pinion the purchaser will save a guinea, whilst a

focussing and swinging sub-stage arm will cost 15

shillings more. With a rack and pinion focussing and
screw centring sub-stage, 40 shillings more. The
instrument is well and strongly made and capable of

doing good work. We illustrate the complete

instr\mient.

A higher class instrument made by the same firm,

and which for finish and workmanship is, we think,

well worth the extra money, is their "Continental

Model," which we illustrate herewith, complete.

The price of this stand only, in case, with horse-shoe

foot, as illustrated, coarse adjustment by rack and

pinion, micrometer screw fine adjustment, large

vulcanite stage, rack and pinion focussing and screw

I\11SS \l\\ Mll'iLM SlIMKiT,"

centering sub-stage, is £t. With iwo_ eyepieces,

i inch and \ inch objectives, laj-i;i; iVbbe condenser

with iris diaphragm, fitted also with swinging arm to

carry coloured glasses or stops for dark ground

illumination, the price is ;^lo iSs. A spiral focussing

adjustment instead of the rack and pinion centering

sub-stage will save 15 shillings in the total.

Messrs. Ross, Limited, of New Bond Street, make
cheaper models than the one we have selected, but
keeping in view the requirements necessary for real

work, which we enunciated beforehand, we figure

their "New Model Medical School and Educational
Microscope." This instrument has coarse adjustment
by rack and pinion, micrometer screw fine adjust-

ment, horse-shoe foot, and a specially-designed rack
and pinion focussing (but non-centering) sub-stage,

which allows the condenser and the iris diaphragm to

be swung aside independently of each other. The
price of the stand, with one eyepiece only, in case, is

£^ 15s. With Abbe condenser, iris diaphragm,

f and \ inch object glasses it will cost ^9 5s. For an
extra 10 shillings Messrs. Ross so arrange the stand
that the pillar can be reversed upon the foot, and the

whole microscope thus turned right round. When
it is being used in the inclined or horizontal position

this greatly reduces the unsteadiness to which this

form of foot, as we have before remarked, is liable.

Messrs. Swift and Son, of Tottenham Court Road,

"11^4_J

Swift "Histological."'

make a microscope which they call their " Histo-

logical and Physiological Microscope." The stand is

a firm tripod, there is coarse adjustment by rack and
pinion, direct-acting tine adjustment, draw-tube,

mirrors, stage with horse-shoe opening, and fitting

beneath of the standard size for illuminating apparatus.

With one eye-piece, inch and J inch objectives, Abbe
condenser with iris diaphragm, and case complete, the

price is £S 17s., or with sliding coarse adjustment,

30 shillings less. A proper focussing and centering

sub-stage costs 38 shillings more. An exactly similar

microscope on four legs, giving exceptional steadiness,

costs 5 shillings more.

(To hi continued.

)
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I'ATIIKK CoKlIK is lliL' nmvlyapijuinted {llrcclur

of ihe Solar Section of the Uritish Astronomical
Association in succession to die tale Miss Brown.

A Sturceon of rather unusual size was recently

taken in the Kivcr Dee, in Clieshire. It measured
8ft. lin. in lent;tli, and vveighe<l no less than toSlli.

A second lisli of the .same species was caught in the

estuarj' of the Uee on 7th July, which weighed
upwards of three hundred pounds.

I'ROiT.ssOK Kl.l.NDERS I'ETRIK has again arranged

the annual exhihition of objects found during the

excavations of the Egypt ICxploralion Fund. This
year the collection is on view for a month or so, at

University College, London. .\dmis.sion is by sign-

ing the visitor's name in a book at the entrance.

At Mr. .Stevens' Covoni Garden Auction Rooms the

collection of shells formed by the late .\. W. Langdon,
M.A. , was sold on Jmie 13th. No very high prices

were realised. A fine specimen of Helix gialei

together with a good example of //. /ara/aii,«a were
knocked down to Mes.srs. Sowerby and Fulton, for

three shillings.

There .seems to be a pos.sibility of the beautiful

Muckro.sse.state at Ivillarney becoming a public reserve.

The Council of the National Trust is making efl'orls to

come to an understanding with the present owners.

We hope the members of that atlmirable boily may
.succeed in so excellent an object. There appears to

be a chance, after all, of its becoming the demesne of

a rich tobacco merchant.

Visitors to London with a taste for botany should

try to obtain admission to the gardens of the Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park. There is always

something of interest to be seen, and often new and
rare forms of plants well worth going a distance to

view. The fellowship has latterly considerably

increa.sed, and many functions of social importance
now take place in thi^ beautiful corner of London.

The London .'Xniateur Naturali.sts havelatterly been

taking advantage of the long days for their summer
excursions. The South London Society has lately

visited the old canal banks at Byfleet, in Surrey, for

neuroptera: the Chalfort Road region of Buckingham-
shire, where the beech woods are rich in lepi-

doptera and iiiollusca: also Wi.sley, in Surrey,

where there are large ponds of many acres in extent

and much heather, with fir woods and abundance of

fungi.

The North London Society visited the Hon.
Walter Rothschild's museum at Tring Park on July
15th. After a charming walk in the neighbourhood,
the museum was inspected, as were the marsupials and
other animals, that are colonized in the Park.

The Western .Sli'ire of Shetland was visited for the

first time for forty-four years by a shoal of bottle-nose

whales. The fishermen and natives captured no less

than seventy-one of the whales. There appears to

have been a custom for the landowner to claim one-
third the value of whales taken on the coast bounding
the manor. This was successfully disputed some time
ago, and curiously, though such visits b\- whales u.scd

to be of frequent occurrence they ceased after 1S5S,
when the estate changed hands, until last month.

The considerable heat of July up to the 21st of the

month this year, has not been very exceptional.

Many people and \arious animals, es|x;cially horses,

have sufi'ered much discomfort with the thermometer
registering 126 deg. Fah. in the sun, in London,
and Ho cleg, in the shade. .Mr. G. J. Symons,
F. 1\..S., reports an exceptionally hot night of I2lh

July. The following, he states, are highest recent

mininiiMii night temperatures : July 23, 1868, (>$'y

deg. : July 26, 1872, 66 deg. : Aug. 18, 1S76,

66-8 deg. : July 12, 1S99, 66 deg. Fah.

In an alcove devoted to recent acquisitions, at the

Natural History Department of the British Museum,
Cromwell Road, is now being displayed a curious

but interesting collection of mummied birds and
mammals, obtained in the catacombs of the sacred

animals at Denderah, Kgypl. The date of embalming
these relicts of a past civilization was between
1200 !!.!. and 200 \.\>. Some of the examples are

admirably preserved, showing feathers and fur

sufficient for identification, at least of genera. The
objects were presented by the council of the Egypt
Exploration Fund.

Of the fifty-one great-auk eggs that are known,
perhaps the largest specimen was sold at Mr.
Steven's Rooms, King Street, Covent Gaiden, on

July 19th. It was one of three examples formerly in

the collection of Count Racail de Berace, who is said

to have obtained it from a fisherman of St. Malo. A
figure of this egg appears in the Sociele de Zooligcge

de France Memoirs, for 1S91. The purchaser is Mr.
Middlebrook, who has added it to his museum at the

Edinburgh Castle, .Morninglon Road, Regent's Park,

London. The price reached was three hundred
guineas, although the specimen is slightly cracked.

It is pleasing to find that the demand for scientific

instruments becomes greater year by year. We
recentlj' heard of one firm supplying a couple of

.Xmateur Micro.scopists with some j^2,ooo worth of

microscopical apparatus, in a comparativel)' few

months. Now it is announced that Messrs. Newton
and Co., of 3, Fleet Street, have found it necessary to-

occupy a new factory in Little James Street, London.
There they propose to give special attention to the

.\pps-Newlon Induction Coils, and multiple-plate-

Wimshurst Electrical Machines for X-Ray work.
Wireless Telegraphy and other new forms of scientific

and philosophical apparatus, can in con-sequence of

this enlargement receive Messrs. Newton's closer

attention. The factory is entirely worked by electric

motive power of the most recent design.

The event of the month amongst botanists in

London, has been the Internaticmal Conference on
Hybridization, held on the nth and 12th of July.

The first day the meeting was at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick, the second
assembly being at the Westminster Tow n Hall. The
attendance wa.s large on each occasion, there

being good response to the invitations issued

by the Royal Horticultural Society, which
organized the aflair. Many papers of im-
portance were read, and a really magnificent show
of hybrids and the results of cross-breeding was given
in the large conservatory at Chiswick. Atnong the
more remarkable were hybrids between gooseberry
and black currant with a delicious seedless fruit, for

it is infertile. Curiously there is no smell of the
latter shrub about the plant, which is devoid of

scent-producing glands. Another interesting cross

was between raspberry and blackberry. Still more
wonderful was that between a clematis and columbine.

i
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CONDUCTED BY JAMES QUICK.

Stereoscopic Radiography.—By means of a
recently designed apparatus, not only can foreign
bodies be traced in the human system, but their

places determined and their distances from a given
point of the skeleton found. It enables the operator
to take two radiographs in almost as many minutes,
develop, and examine them in a special stereoscopic
apparatus. This is brought about by using a vacuum
tube giving rapid records, and a stand which enables
the operator to take two radiographs of the same
object from two different, but precisely defined
foci.

Thermal Ammeter.—By means of the following
instrument reliable measurements of the strength of

an electric current can be obtained. It consists of a

U tube filled with mercury, and with one of its

branches slightly drawn out in the middle. Into the
narrow portion is introduced a mercury thermometer.

.

Two platinum electrodes are set in the branches of

the tube, and convey the current to be measured.
The heat developed bv the passage of the current is

almost all concentrated round the thermometer, and
the rise of the mercury in the latter within a given
time indicates the strength of current, as the heating
effect is directly proportional to the square of the

current. In an improved pattern of this instrument
the U tube is narrowed at its lowest portion, pro-

ducing a thin thread of mercury there. The thermo-
meter bulb encloses this thread, and thus measures
the heating without loss of radiation. The am-
meter will measure currents from I to o'05 amperes
within I or 2 per cent., and its readings .are very
constant.

Volta's Apparatus.—The calamitous destruction
by fire of the historical apparatus of Volta is deeply
regretted by all the electricians of the Globe. The
fire occurred on July 8th, at the Volta Centenary
Exhibition at Como, and practically not anything was
saved. When the report of the loss reached London,
Professors S. P. Thompson, Ayrton, Perry, and
other prominent electrical engineers, who were
then assembled at a private function, at once sent
a telegram of deep sympathy to the Mayor of
Como.

Phosphorescence at Low Temperatures.—
Experiments have been made to determine the precise
low temperature at which phosphorescent bodies lose
their luminosity, to regain it on heating. Specimens
of calcium and zinc sulphides exposed to the arc lamp
showed a diminution at —20° or —30° and their

phosphorescence disappeared entirely at about —50°.
When exposed to magnesium light, the luminosity
disappeared between — -jo'^ and —90°. When
exposure to magnesium light is made at — 191°, the
temperature of liquid air, and the body is heated,
luminosity begins to appear at — iSo° and increases

as the heating proceeds. The exciting and emitting
processes are thus separated, and by means of rapid

heating it is possible to watch the first stages of

phosphorescence, which are usually masked by the

incident light.

contributed by flora winstone.

Bulletin de la Societe Royale Linneene
DE Bru.xelles (Brussels), May and June, 1899.

—

This number contains an article b)' M. I'Abbe E.

Ouvray, on the vegetable parasites that attack the

order Rosaceae. He deals more especially with fruit

trees, giving a detailed account of the especial para-

sites attacking different species.. He concludes by
suggesting various remedies, the chief being the

following prescription :—2 kgm. of sulphate of copper
and I kgm. of lime in 100 litres of water. Other
receipts are given, but in the opinion of M. Ouvray
this is the most effectual. The article is well worth
reading by those who are interested in the welfare of

their gardens and orchards. M. Gustave Riviere,

Professor of the Department of Agriculture in France,
writes on the characteristics of the phylloxera.

Le Mois Scientifique et Industriel (Paris),

June, 1899.—This is the first number of a new maga-
zine, founded with the object of giving each month
reviews of the work that has been done in the different

branches of Science. We gather from the editorial

note that it is the intention of the management to in-

clude all branches. This number, however, deals

with Applied Science, with the exception of an article

on Agriculture. Amongst the subjects treated are

railways, tramways, auto-motors, navigation, indus-

trial chemistry, metallurgy, photography, and physical

research. The chemistry of minerals, organic and
biological chemistry, and several others are also treated.

An article on the history of wireiess telegraphy, by
M. A. Blondel, is promised for the next i.ssue.

A Catalogue of Australian Coccidae, by

James Lidgett, has been reprinted from " The Wom-
bat " for May, 1899. It is a list of the various species

of this troublesome little group of plant parasites.

Those known in Australia up to the present day
number 1,119 species. Mr. Lidgett gives short

descriptions of the less generally recognised.

L'EcHANGE Revue Linneene (Lyons), June, 1899.

—M. A. Carret continues his articles on V. Guillebeau

and his Entomological works. He analyses them with

great care, pointing out in what the}' are useful and
where the works have ceased to be valuable. M.
Viviand-Morel writes on some of the "Plants at

Fontainebleau." The article is largely a criticism of

M. Thurmann's theory that the distribution, or rather

arbitrary grow th and prosperity of plants in alien soil,

is due to the action of the minerals of the soil. M.
Morel illustrates his objections to this theory by
examples from the neighbourhood of Fontainebleau,

where, he points out, plants are found growing

in a soil which does not contain the minerals

necessaiy, according to M. Thurman, for their

growth. (July) M. Morel concludes his arlicle

on the Plants of Fontainebleau and M. Carret con-

tinues his analyses of Guillebreau's entomological

works. A .short note on a New Coleopteron is of

interest. It was found by Mr. J. Roger in Dahomey
and named by him Anthia hordasii, the specific name
being in honour of M. L. Bordas, the chief of the

Zoological Faculty at Marseilles, and well known for

his works on the Anatomy of the Coleoptera.
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WiUTK Dkahnkitie \akiki'v.— I cnclusc a sport

of l.ttmiiiiii alhiiiii in which tht chlorophil yrccii of

Ihc leaves is largely replaced by white splashes and
streaks giving the plant a handsome appearance.— C.

/•ioNti-Stnit/i, Potloitt Hciis.

Betony Brand.—Piicdnia betonuac Alb. and
Schw. occurred on leaves of Stat-fiys hctoiiii'a on a piece

of Waste in the parish of Little Braxted, Es.sex, in the

month of June.

—

EU'win E. Titntcr^ Co);^:^hall.

Ukyim Murai.k.— In reply to Mr. Wheldon's
<|ucry in his paper on " .Subspontaneous .Mosses"
\anlc p. 43) with regard to the occurrence of Bryuiii

murali- on rocks, I am able to add a little information.

I have found this moss growing on wall tops, and on the

mortar of walls, in limestone districts in Herefordshire.

I have also ftnmd it in small ijuantily, growing on
weathering sandstone rock, on a deep bank by a ro.id-

side, not near a wall, in the same county.

—

(Mhs) E.
Armitagi:, Dadiwr, Ross, Herefordshire.

.•\ .N EMoN F,C I . I ' STE R -c t' I'.—Aecidiiiiii leucosperm tint

1).C. is slated to he rare in this country. In fact, Dr.

M. C. Cooke says:—" Found it but seldom, though
often in search of it"'—and Plowright remarks, " rare

in Britain." It may be of interest to record this

species for the county of Es.sex, as I believe it is the

first time of'this leaf-fungus being reported as having
occurred in this county. It w.-is found on leaves of
Anetiioitc iicmorosa in a \\ood near Witham in May
and June, 1S99.

—

Edwin E. Turner, Co,ixes/uil!.

Sussex anh Isi.e oi' Wioht 1'i.ants.—During
June and July I met with the following interesting

plants: June 17th.

—

Slellaria glaiica, ditches near
Amberley. Oenanihe silai/olia, meadows in the

same locality, very abundant. June 20th.— I'iiia

hilhyniia, Lathyriis hirsiiiiis, Lalhyrus apluiia and
Coriandriitu sa/i7'itn/, all probably introduced with

foreign seed, although some of them were in the same
place last 3'ear, on cultivated land near .Stanmer.

FntiKiriix pan'illora, cultivated land in Stanmer Park,
also in the same pl.ice in 1S93 and 1X94. I have
noted its persistence at this place, as I do not find it

recorded elsewhere as a Sussex plant. July i ith.

—

Oenanihe silai/olia, and fris foetidissima, very
abundant in the east of the Isle of Wight. Oenothera
odorata, Orohanehe ametliystca, Eiiphori^ia parolias,
Festtiea nnis^liimis, at St. Helen's Sands, Isle of

Wight. July 1 2th—An American bramble has taken
root, and was flowering freely at the foot of the clili'

at Shanklin. l.alhyrus sylvestris and ArWuisia
adsinthinm in the Landslip. Jul)' I3lh

—

Oroimnehe
hetierae, Alyssiiin ntariiiniitni : and Lavatera arborea,

at N'entnor. July 18th

—

Ulrictilaria 7.'i(!garis was
(lowering plentifully in a ditch between I'evensey and
llurstnionceux in Sussex. It has been reported from
the same district before, but although I have pa.ssed

the place occasionally for years, I have not found
it, which was probably due to the ditches having
been cleaned out. In Hurstmonceux Park were
Potametgeten rufeseens, SibtJiorpia enropaea, and
Calamagrostis laneeolala. Potainogeton Iriehoides is

abundant in a ditch at Iford this year.— Thomas
Hilton, 16, Kensington Plaee, Brighton.

AllIi.NDA.NCE OF M ACRilCl.DSSA STKI.l.,VrAKt:M.

—

.\ large quantity of humming-bird hawk-moths have
made their appearance in Northumberland. As many
as tivc at a lime have been seen in my gar<len, and I

even saw one on the Kame Islands. They are usually

rare in this district. E. J. IVheelei, Alnwieh.

Ahi'NI)AN<k of Macroiji.ossa Stei.i.atarum.
—The humming-bird hawk-moths were very plentiful

during .M.ay this year, hovering over lilac flowers at

.Mston in Cumberland. It is unusual to see them
here.

—

C. II'. Knston-Harrison, I, Eden Mount,
Slanwi.x, Carlisle, 2.0th June, 1899.

MvcoLOC.iCAL Literature.—The Yorkshire
Naturalists' Union is arranging to aci|uire the library

of the late Henry Thom.as Soppitt, who died on the

1st of April last. The Mycological Committee of the

Union is anxious to secure this library on account of

its containing .so many works on fungi, mosses and
other low forms of plant life. If this can be attained,

it is proposed to deposit the books in a central

position, so as to form the nucleus of a really good
reference library on cry])togamniic botany. Sub-

.scriptions or donations of books and speci:il papers on

mycology may be sent through .Mr. W. IJenison

Roebuck, F.L.S., of Leetfs, who will gladly

acknowledge the gifts.

Kasi'iateii Blossoms.— .\ plant of the thistle

Cniius paluslris grosving on Slade Down, N. Devon
had about 45 flower-heads in a cluster, of these the

5 central heads were united and formed a regular

"cockscomb." On Braunton Burrows a specimen

of marsh helleborine ( Epipaclis paluslris) had all the

blossoms of the spike, apparently four in number,
combined into one compound bloom ; giving the

jilanl a verv strange appearance. This wa.s the first

case of fasciation I had met with among the orchids.

.\nother curiostty from the same spot was a plant of

tway blade (Listera m'ata), in which the outer leaf

was a narrow cylinder in shape, the edges being joined

nearly to the top. It somewhat resembled the
" pitcher" of a pitcher-plant. The point of the o'her

leaf showed over the top o( the tube. /. E. Cooper,

OS, Xorth Plill, Highgale, N. jtkjuly, /iig<).

SaI'ERDA Pol'tJLNEA L. .NEAR CARLISLE.—On
June nth this year I was collecting insects on the

margin ofa large wood near Carlisle, in company with

my friend Mr. K. H. Day, when in less than half an
hour we captured over ninety of this interesting long

horn beetle. They were flying in the hot afternoon

sunshine, and settling on the aspen liushes which grew
plentifully in the vicinity. One bush we beat, pro-

duced ten specimens. An examination of the aspen
stems revealed numerous burrows, undoubtedly caused

by the larvae of this beetle. I have been over the

same ground twice since then, but have not seen any
signs of the beetle again, nor am I aware of any
previous record, although the district h.as been well

worked. Canon Fowler (Col. Brit. lis. vol. 4
p. 253) ,s,ays :

—" Lincoln, Langworth Wood ; I know
of no record of the capture of this in.sect further north

than the last mentioned locality, in which I have it

sparingly.".—yijj. Murray, 11, Close Street, Carlisle.

\
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jSgr) Rises. Sets.
Aug-. It,}ii. h.m.

Sun ... s .. 4.32 a. ni. .. 7 40 p.m.
IS 4-47 7.21

2S .S-3 7-1

Risc'i Souths
Aug. h.iii. k.jii.

Moon 5 . . 3.28 a.m. .

.

II. 18 a.m.
'.S .. 2.ssP-m. .. 6.51 p.m.
25 .. 8.25 3.18 a.m

Mercury

DENNETT.

}'osttioit at Noon
R.A. Dec.
h.m. ° '

. . 9.1 . . 16.59 N.
9-39 "4-3 N.

. . 10.16 . . 10.45 N.
Sets Age at Nooji.
h.m. d h. 111.

6.55 p.m. 28 IS 29
. . 10.44 g o 12

. . 10.55 a.m. 19 o 12

Position at Noon.
Souths Semi- R.A. Dec.

Aug. h.vi. Diameter h.m. ° '

.. 5 .. 1. 21 p.m. .. 5*o" .. 10.17 •- 6.36 N.
15 .. o.zs .. 5'5" .. 9.59 .. 7.12

25 .. ii.iqa.m. .. 4'9" .. 9.33 .. 11.20
Ve7ius •. 5 .. ti.20 .. 5-0" .. 8. 15 .. 20.33 N.

15 .. 11.31 .. 4-9" .. 9.6 .. i7.4i

25 .. 11.42 .. 4-9" .. 9,55 .. 14.0
Mars ,.15 .. 2.48p.m. .. 2"2" .. 12.23 2.1 S.
Jupiter ..15 .. 4.32 ..i6"i" .. 14.7 .. 11.46 S.
Saturn ..15 .. 7.28 .. 8'o" .. 17.4 .. 21.31 S.
Uranus ..15 .. 6.32 .. i-8" .. 16.8 .. 20.52 S.
Neptune ..15 .. S. 10a.m. .. 1-3" .. 5.45 .. 22.9 N.

Moon's Phases.
h.m. li.m.

New .. Aug. 6 .. 11.48 a.m. i.v^ (>/-... Aug. 14., 1 1. 54 a.m.
J^ull .. ,, 21 .. 4.45 a.m. ^rdQr... ,, 27 .". 11.57 p.m.

In apogee Aug. 6th, at 10 p.m., distant 252,700
miles ; and in perigee on 20th, at 10 p.m., distant

221,900 miles.

Conjunctions of Planets with the Moon.

Aug. 5 . . Venus^ . . o' . . planet 3. .39 N.
1, 8 .. Mcrcuryt ., 4 a.m. ,, 0.26 N.
..10 Mars .. 8 p.m. .. ,. 6.1 N.
..13 .. Jupiter^H- .. 6 a.m. .. „ 5.27 N.
M 16 .. Saturn^t .. 10 a.m. ,, 2.17 N.

* Daylight. t Below English horizon.

Occultations.

Dis- Angle Re- A7igle
Magni- appears from appears from

Aug. Star. tude. h.m. Vertex, h.m. ]'ertex.

' 18 . . y Sagittarii . . 5 .. 10.28 p.m. . . 44 .

23 .. 19 Piscium .. 5 .. 3.1 a.m. .. 31 ,

27 . . T- Arietis - - 5 . . 0.5 . . 133 .

28 .
.
fi Taurl . . 5 . . 4.30 . . 149 .

30 .
. y] Geminorum 4 . . 4.9 . . 133 .

11-34 P-m
4.8 a.m.

251

225
1.5 .. 27^
5.19 .. 231

S'^i • 305

31 f ,, 4.. 2. .^9 ..162.. 3.58 ..292

The Sun frequently has spots upon it, usually small.
Mercury is too near the sun for observation durmg

the earlierpart of August, being in inferior conjimction
at 9 a.m. on 19th: but by the end of the month it

rises more than an hour before the sun.
Venus rises more than an hour before the sun at

the commencement of the month, but must be con-
sidered as too near for observation.

Mars sets ih. 36ni. after the sun on August ist,

but the interval decreases to little over an hour at the
end of the month.

Jupiter sets 2h. 47m. after the sun on 1st, but it

is fast sinking into the west, and must be looked for

as soon as twilight will permit.

Saturn sets at oh. 36m. a.m. on August ist, and
at 10.32 p.m. on 31st. It is not very far from

the meridian at the-'time of sunset.

Uranus southing nearly an hour earlier than

Saturn, may be looked for as soon as it is dark, but

except with large apertures is an unsatisfactory object.

Neptune rises about midnight in the middle of the

month, and 4 minutes earlier each night after.

Meteors should be specially looked for this month.
The Perseids have long been striking objects on.

August loth, but meteors of this shower may often

be noted during the first 14 nights. The point from

which they seem to radiate is situated R.A. 2h. 20m.,

N. Dec. 55° on ist, but travels slowly eastward to

R.A. 3h. 20m., N. Dec. 58^ on 14th. Other showers
are due, so that the observer should be on the constant

look out, all through the month.

Solar Disturbance.—From June 24th to July
4th there was a group of spots on the sun, the largest

member on June 29th had a length of 43,000 miles.

Nuclei were visible in the umbra.

Swift's Comet, 1899a proves to be a remarkable
object. On May 20th, Professor E. E. Barnard,

with the 40 inch Yerkes achromatic found the head
double, 28"84" separating the two centres ; by the 23rd

the distance had increased to 38'i6'. The duplex
character has been confirmed by Profes.sor C. D.
Perrine, with the 36in. Lick refractor. The two-

nuclei were considered to be ofS'o and 9 "5 magni-
tudes, but with a power of 270 neither appeared
stellar. On May i8th a Yerkes photograph shewed
a slender tail 6° or S° in length, but none was visible

to the eye. Part of the tail was visible to the writer

on May 15th with a 3 in. achromatic and a 16 power.

Holmes' Comet, 1899 rf is still very faint, it will

be in the eastern part of the constellation Triangulum
at the beginning of August.

The New Algol Variable in C)'gnus, mentioned
on p. 60, has a period of 4d. I3h. 45m. 2s.

Jupiter's Fifth Satellite was observed by
Professor E. E. Barnard with the 40 inch Yerkes
achromatic in March and April, 189S, and in April

and May, 1899. Its period . is found to be

iih. 57m. 22 647s. Its eastern elongation distance

is found to be just over 48". The planet revolves six

times on its axis in 59h. 34m. 3"5s, the satellite takes

12m. 49'5s longer to make five circuits of its orbit.

Mi.le. Klumpke, who, at the Paris Observatory,

has charge of the measurements of the astrographic

plates, has been in England for the International

Congress of Women, and gave an interesting address

on 28th June, at the last ordinary meeting of the

ninth session of the British Astronomical Association.

Jupiter Apparently Moonless.—At the same
meeting, Mr. C. T. Whitmell, President of the Leeds
Astronomical Society, read a short, but very interest-

ing paper on this subject. It referred principally to

August 2ist, 1867, when for an hour and three

quarters no satellites were visible off the planet's

disc. I., III., IV. were in transit, and II. occulted.

The"Cambrian Natural Observer" for July is

to hand. It contains a short article on the Hereford
earthquake of 1896, a coloured plate of drawings of

Mars by Messrs. Charles Grover, A. A. Williams,

and A. Mee, besides four of Grover's drawings of

Mars, 1866-7, with a 2 inch achromatic. It is the

organ of the Astronomical Society of Wales.

Meteor.—On Thursday July 13th, a few minutes

before 11 p.m., Messrs. J. T. Carrington, and F. Noad
Clarke saw a beautiful Meteor about thrice the

brilliancy of Jupiter. It passed from South to North,

and slightly broke up before disappearing. The
place of observation was in the West -end of London.,

Further observetions will be gladly received.

—

/'. C. Dennett, 110, S/raiid, !V.C.
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( IIAI'TKKS FOR VOUNG ASTRONOMERS.
Bv Frank C. DhSNKrr.

TEI-ESCOPIC APH.\RATl"S.

iCi'iitimu-il /miti /, Oij,

TiiKEE kinds of eyepieces are in common use wilh

tile astro-telescope—the Negative or Iliiyghenian, the

I'ositive or Ramsilen, and the Reiner. Tliey each

consist of two planoconvex lenses, that next the eye

lieing known as the eye-lens, and the other as the field

lens. The first is the best for general use. The two
lenses are placed wilh their plane sides toward the

eye. Their foci are as I : J, anil they are placed half

the sum of their focal length apart, in other words 2.

The diaphragm is placed niitlwa}" lielwcen the lenses

in the focus of the eye-lens. To find the focal length

of a negative eyepiece, divide twice (he product of

ihe focal length of the component lenses hy their

sum. Thus if eye-lens equal i-3rd inch, and field-

lens eijual I inch, the matter stands thus :

—

2X-3.-iXi
•5 inch.

The Kanisden eyepiece is generally used for finders

and micrometers, as it has a very flat field of view.

Two lenses having their convex sides facing each

other are ])laced at a distance apart less than the focal

length of the eye-lens, and the diaphragm is at the

focus of the combination. If there be any difl'eronce

in the focal length of the lenses, the shorter should be

the eye - lens. Divide the product of

the focal length of the component lenses

by their sum, less the distance between
ihem, the result being their equivalent

focus. Thus A-inch and i'-inch lenses

[ inch apart will be calculated thus :

—

3-5 i"ch.

exactly in focus. A narrow bar put across the

diaphragm will often be useful to hide a bright star

or planet when looking for a faint companion or

satellite.

Kor measuring, there are four different kinds of

micrometer. The ring micrometer is a ring sus-

pende<l in the field of view. It is necessary for the

observer to know its precise diameter and thickness.

Then by exactly noting the difference in time of two
objects passing behind, it is possible to calculate the

difference of position between them. This form ran

be employed with any telescope.

The filar micrometer has two frames, having line

wires or spider lines, which can by means of a screw
be made to coincide, or to separate to a considerable

distance. The value of one revolution of the screw
has to be detei mined, then by setting the two wires

to intersect two objects whose distance is desired to

be measured, the number of revolutions, and part ol

a revolulion, the screw has made, is read oft' and the

actual distance is easily calculated. An equatorial

stand, with clock work, is a necessity for the filar

micrometer. It is also necessary at night time to

illuminate the field of view.

The double image micrometer is made sometimes
like a day eyepiece, the third lens of which, from the

eye end, is divided into two eijual portions, one of

which slides past, the other by means of a screw.

iiwiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiwii !t«i\ nil iiwlimiii

The Kelner eyepiece is only used where
a very large field of view is required, as for

nebulae, clusters, and comets. The eye-

lens should be achromatic, and the field-lens

is so placed that its cell forms the border
of the field of view. Both lenses have their flat sides

next the eye. The focus of the eye-lens is the effective

focus of the combination. In some of the best eye-

pieces the eye-lens is meniscus.

The Harlow lens is a concave achromatic lens,

which if it be placed about five inches behind an eye-

piece increases its power Ijy about one-half. Thus if

a telescope has two eyepieces, 70 and 180, with a
Harlow lens, powers of 105 and 270 may also be
obtained. In practice, personally, I do not care for

this lens. It is, however, very useful for use with the
filar micrometer, increasing the power without
magnifying the wires.

.\ Star Diagonal is a right angled totally reflecting

prism to enable the observer to look at objects near
the zenith without craning one's neck. .-\ solar

diagonal reflects the image of the sun from the front

surliice of a piece of glass, which, of course, rcfiacls

most of the light and heat. These two are sometimes
combined in one, using the same prism in a reversed

position.

It is sometimes useful to have cross-wires to one of

the eyepieces. It the diaphragm can be removed
this can easily be done. Stretch the spider line or

piece of raw silk between two pieces of cork on the
points of a pair of compasses, then lay them across

the diaphragm, fastening them with melted beeswax.
When set, cut off close to the metal. Be careful in

replacing the diaphragm to set it with the "wires"

RED cnEEN VIOLET
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When the two halves are coincident and the index

reads o, there is only one image seen ; but on turning

the screw two are visible, and it is easy to measure

in this manner planets and double stars. It is not so

satisfactory for lunar objects. No illumination of the

field is necessary and the micrometer does not so

much need clock work. Sometimes the double
image is obtained by means of a divided Barlow lens,

or by the use of double-refracting spar.

The fourth form of micrometer is a scale engraved

on glass. Say eleven eijui-distant lines with eleven

others at right angles to them, whilst a diagonal

crosses between the tenth and eleventh. The value
of the divisions is accurately found, and measures of

distance of considerable delicacy can readily be made.

With either a filar, double-image, or scale micro-
meter, a positiim circle may be used. Then not only
the distance separating two objects can be measured,
but the angle a line joining them makes
with the meridian, can be determined. The
bottom or north point of the field of view—with an
equatorial mounting—is marked zero. The right

hand, eastern or foll(noiii!; side is marked 90', the

top, or south, iSo , and the left, western, or /'nicJin:;

side 270 \ I have very successfully used the position

circle without any other form of micrometer to

triangulate portions of the moon"s surface. Equatorial
motion is imperative.

( To I'C contiiittt'ri.)

I
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BovEV Tracey Beds.—Opinion is still divided as

to whether these beds should be placed with the

Eocene or Miocene formations. The)' consist of

sands, clays and lignites, deposited in a plain, stretch-

ing from north-cast to south-west for a length of six

miles, and having at its broadest part a width of four

miles. This plain follows the course of the united

Teign and Bovey rivers, and is surrounded on all sides

by lofty hills ; the granite heights of Dartmoor over-

looking the plain on the west and north-west. The
beds appear to ha\e been laid down in a lake, formed

by an expansion of the t\\ o ri\ers. Bovey coal has

been worked since 1714. The clay beds have been

largely worked for pottery at Newton Abbott and
Kingsteignton. Mr. J.

Divett found that the lignite

beds were cut off by a fault from the cla\- beds, giving

a vertical displacement of not less than 100 feet, the

lignite being probably the upper series. The total

thickness is conjectured to be from 200 feet to 300
feet. The beds were originally placed in 1863, by

Messrs. Heer and Pengell)', with the Miocene. This

reference has been questioned by Mr. Starkie Gardiner,

who thought they corresponded with the Middle

Bag.shots, or the Bournemouth leaf-beds, and classed

them as Upper Eocene. Pengelly stated that

wherever the Hempstead Beds of the Isle of Wight

are finally placed, there must also be the Bovey

Tracey beds. The Hempstead Beds are now assigned

to the Oligocene series, and presumably the Bovey

Tracey must be also. With this classification, the

Miocene age is unrepresented in England. Out of

the seventy-two separate layers which were mapped
out by Heer and Pengelly, only fifteen were found to

contain fossils, viz., two of clay and thirteen of

lignite. The fossils consisted of ferns (Pecop/eris

ligniliim and Last-raea stiriaca), with twigs, leaves,

and debris of Setjtioia coiittsiae. In the twenty-sixth

bed from the top, there was an abundance of seeds of

various kinds, including those of the gardenia. In

the fourth bed, Heer discovered a single specimen of
' Buprestis falconeri. In the 17-feet bed, were found

Cinnainoinum scheuchzen and C. lanceolatiiin

.

Formation of "Paper" Strata. — When
walking along the shore recently between Shanklin

and Luccombe, Isle of Wight, I was much interested

in watching an operation which shows how a series ot

thin alternate layers of sand and clay may occur in a

formation, each alternation of which may be due to a

separate cause. The Lower Greensand cliffs there

are partly clay and partly sand, with every conceivable

gradation between the two. Water is constantly

oozing out at various levels in the cliffs, and as a

spring proceeds down the face of the clifls it carries

with it a good deal of .sand in suspen.sion. The face

of the cliff being very irregular, the velocity of the

fall is frequently checked, or the water sinks out of

sight, with a result that it deposits mud all along its

track. If the water had flowed in some quantity, and

the supply had given out, then that which remained

carved out a second cour.se in the centre of the original

mud-stream. Finally reaching the sand at the foot of

the cliff, springs had, in many instances, given rise to
small streams, which, although at first sinking through
the sand, in the course of a few hours had given rise

to deltas, extending from four to five feet away from
the cliff, ori the surface of the sand. The stream
di\-ided off into a dozen small branches, having given
rise to as man)- bounding banks of mud, in the centre
of which was each miniature stream. They were, to
all intents, like so many miniature Mississippi deltas.
Scraping awa)- carefully some of the mud, a la)-er of
sand was found immediately beneath, which had been
brought up h)- the previous tide. Below this biscuit-

like layer of sand was another similar layer of delta-
mud, which had been brought down from the cliff in
the interval between the two previous high tides.

Here, then, was an interesting example showing tlie

alternate deposition of sand and clay, the former
brought in by the sea, the latter being due to sub-
aerial denudation of the cliff. The thickness of the
la)-ers of mud would depend on the strength of the
flow of freshwater springs. In a spell of dry weather,
water would not issue so prolifically from the cliffs,

and if the)- reached the base at all, would cause the
deposition of but thinner layers of mud. To add to
the resemblance between these layers and some of the
older strata, the marks were distinct upon the mud,
where a small crab had wandered aimlesslv across and
around the "delta," generally in circular fashion,
with his footprints constantly crossing and recrossing
one another.

Complex Shell Deposits.—It is sometimes
difficult to understand the assemblage of freshwater
and saltwater shells in one and the same deposit. In
rounding the point between Totland Bay and Colwell
Bay, in the Isle of Wight, I picked up at random a
handful of the beach near the foot of the clifl^s. In it

was found shells of the genera Liinnaen. Plaiwrhis
Cerilhium, and Natica from the Headon Beds, which
are partly of freshwater and partly of saltsvater
origin ; also N'assa, cast up by the present sea : Helix,
of two species, from the fields above. Let this beach
be subjected to an indurating process, and it would in
ages to come be not altogether eas)- to account for
its origin. Some geologist of tlie future might ask,
" was it of freshwater or saltwater origin, and to what
age did it belong ? ''

Mutton's " Theory of the Earth."—Vol-
ume HI. of James Mutton's "Theory of the Earth"
has been published by the Geological Society, under
the editorship of Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L.
F.R.S. The first two volumes were i.ssued in

1795. In the interesting preface by the present
editor, we learn that the MSS. now published had
been for more than forty years in the possession of the
Geological Society. After Mutton's death, in 1797, it

passed into the hands of his biographer, Playfair, and
afterward into those of Lord Webb Seymour, who
referred to it in 1S14 as being "nearly ready for the
press." On the death of the Tast-mentioned, it passed
to Mr. Leonard Horner, who gave it to the society in
1856. Although the pre.sent volume is mainly inter-
esting from a historical point of view, it is of
additional importance in that, as Sir Archibald shows,
it reveals Dr. Hutton as an enthusiastic worker in the
field, and as a most diligent observer ; removing the
reproach of his lifetime that he was a mere theorist.
" It seems but a tardy act of justice to his fame that the
merit of this practical side of his life-work should be
now at last fully established." The book consists of
267 pages, and the editor has added a most useful
index, not only to the present volume, but to Volumes
I. and II. also.

M.:
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MOLLUSCA

v^^JCCK

CONOl'CTKU BY WII.l'-REI) MAKK WKBB, K. L.S.

IMk. Wii.i'rkp M,\rk W'mhii. I'.L.S., lately Kditor oC the

"JournnI of M>il:ii.*iiKif;y.
" han kindly uiiilLTtakcn to conduct

the columns devoted to MolUisca. in SciKNCl-:-CiOssil*.—

Arf. .v-<;.;

liEl.lX I'OMAI lA I.N Km'.I.AM). —Al il rccciu

iiieftiny of the- Maliiculoyical Sociely the Rev.
Ashingloii BuUen, K.G.S., yave an account of a

llolocene deposit M Kcigate. The hills near Keifjate

are well known a^ one of the stronglioMs of //rlix

I'ontatiii^ a species said to have been introduced into

this spot from Italy al the beginning of the century

l)y an Knglish nobleman, as a cure for consumptioit.

It was thought by Colonel (iodwin- Austen that some
evidence as lo the lime during which our largest snail

has inhabited the country might be forthcoming from
the geological deposit alluded to, and it was carefully

examined by Mr. Hullcn. The result was that shells

of Helix poiiiatiii were discovered down to a depth of

j feet 6 inches, and below a neolithic flint scraper

with undamaged edge. This points to the fact tliat

the snail was al Keigate before Roman times though
no other evidence exists that it was an English shell

during the Roman occupation even in spite of the

name " Roman" which still clings to it. The fact

that Ihtix liitoniiii, a nearly-allied species, is its

Italian representative, though militating against the

idea that Hcli.r f'onuilia came at any time fioni Italy,

is haidly an argument against the idea that the

Romans brought the latter animal into this country.

The Romans appreciated large snails as a delicacy

like the French do now, and it would be
decidedly easier then, if not now, to bring

a supply from France than from Italy. It still

remains that no shells of the snail which I am
considering have been found in the Roman Rubbish
I leaps, and the flint weapon at Reigate may have been
washed into its present position in comparatively
recent years. Hence, \i Ht'lix poinatia is not to be
considered indigenous or a relic of Roman appetites,

we must find some new explanation, and probably in

such case the introduction was made from a

gastronomic point of view. It would be interesting to

know whether the monks of old, who looked so well

after their " inner man," shared the liking of Ben
Jonson for the ** .\pple" snail. I have before men-
tioned a runuiur, when recording the only locality

for this mollusc in ICssex, which is near the site of an
old priory, that the monks introduced it into the

country. — W'ilfnd Mark II 'c/i/i.

I'KoiEcnvr. Resemhi.anck in Clausii.iak.—
Mr. Boycott not long ago coUecled a number of facts

in Sci KM K-< lossi r (S. -G. , X.S., Vol. iv.
, p. i6i , etc. ),

which bear upon the variation and colouration of our
non-marine mollusca. In discussing these he throws
a doubt upon ihe theory .suggested by Mr. Miller

Christy (I'roc. Fs.sex Field Club, \'ol. iii., p. 92), with

regard to some Clausiliae, and by the present writer

(S. -G., N..S. , \'ol. ii., p. 227) in connection with
another species—namely that ihe spiral shells of these

species imitate in appearance the shrivelled bud-scales

of the trees in their habitats. Biologists are often

accused of seeing wli&t other people cannot, but thi.n

is equally applicable lo the exponents of art, as

instanced by the tale of Turner, who when some
' ritic slateil that he had never .seen in Nature such a

sunset as the great master had gxiinted, answered
dimply, " Don't you svish you could." Again, a

naturalist is sometimes met by an insinuation from hi<

fellows, that he sees what he hopes, or wants to sec,

and it is true that there is a need of caution when a

worker is wrapped up in his subject, lest he should

unwittingly tnagnify small points to the advantage of

his own theory and the detriment of another's. The
inlerpretallon of the uses of colour and form to

living beings is specially open lo criticism of this

kind, as evidence in proof of a particular explanation,

where it is possible to obtain any, can only be
produced after long and careful collecting of facts.

No fresh point can be raised at present with regard

to the ca.se of the Clausiliae, but Mr. Boycott gives a

reason for his duubts, and one WDuId fain criticise

this. lie says that if it be a genuine case " one would
expect to find Claiisi/la habitually living in situations

where it would be among the objects, lo which il has

a resemblance" (S. -CJ., Vol. v., p. 227). In conlrasl

to this and a previous statement that the species with

the exception of C iv/p/iii " are not very geophilloti.s,"

the following little table is presented, showing habitats

noted among those given in their books on land and
freshwater shells by half-a-dozen authorities upon the

subject taken at random.

Author.
Cfansilia
biplicata.

Claiisilta

laminata.
Claxtsilia

rolphii.

Clausilia
bidentata.

Gray. Woods
and hedges

Decayed
leaves.

Moss and
stones.

Under
stones.

Gwvn
Jcflfcrys.

Roots of
old willow

trees.

Roots of
trees,

dead leaves

L'ndcr
stones and

de;id leaves.

Under
stones.

Lavell
Reeve.

Roots of
shrubs.

Decayed
leaves.

Dead
leaves.

Under
stones.

Tate.
Under

largcosicrs

On trunks
of trees

after rain.

Ri^otsofivy,
decaylng-
leaves.

Under
stones.

Rimmer.

Lionel
Adams.

Roots of
willow

trees and
moss.

Roots of
willows.

Dead
leaves, on

fallea

branches.

Roots of
trees.

Under
stones.

moss, dead
leaves.

Under
stones.

Under
stones, L "acr

almost sub- stones and
tcrranean. "i^^^s-

This ma)' show either how easy it is for one's

own uncorroborated observations to lead one astray,

or ht)W writers can perpetuate a mistake. Taking
however into consideration that Clausiliae are

.so widely spread, it is not likely that the authors

went outside their own experience for infor-

mation as to the habitat. That the ground is a

favourite s|X)t for Clausiliae is the unanitiious verdict,

and in many cases w here these snails are found on
tree trunks, they have crawled up from below after rain,

such occurrences being mentioned ;is a guide to ea.sy

collecting. I have found any number of C. hiflicata

upon the ground, and often mistook bud-sheaths for

shells. \\'hile in the localil\- for t". rolphii, which I

discovered in Surrey (S.-G., June, 1S77), I came
across this and the two other species within a square

foot of .soil .surface.— Wilfred Mark Webb.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
At the sug:^estion of several correspondents we open with
this volume a department in which our readers may address
the Editor in letter form. We have pleasure in inviting any
who desire to raise discussions on scientific subjects, to
address their letters to the Editor, at no. Strand, London,
W.C. Our only restriction will be, in case the correspondence
exceeds the boiuids of courtesy ; which we trust is a matter
of g-reat improbabilit)-. These letters may be anonymous.
In that case they must be accompanied by the full name and
address of the writer, not for publication, but as an earnest
of good faith. The Editor does not hold himself responsible
for the opinions of the correspondents.

—

Ed, S.-G.

Science Appoiktme.nts.

To the Editor of SCIENCE-GOSSIP.
Sir,— I quite agree with the remark.? of your

correspondent "Minus B.Sc." [ante. p. 63) concern-
ing the difficulty of obtaining a post in some branch
of Natural Science, after taking the B.Sc. degree. I

graduated in Zoology, Botany and Geology, obtaining
honours in each, but have been unable to obtain an
appointment in any of my special subjects. At pre-

sent I have a fairly comfortable post as science master
in a school, where the chief subjects I have to teach
are chemistry, physics and mathematics. I have
known of others with degrees who have been placed
in the same position, and have taken similar posts

while waiting for something more congenial.

From these facts I should like to point out, {i.) So
few are the appointments in Natural Science that any-

one who graduates in Science, should always have
something else upon which to fall back, if necessary.

(2.) I do not think there is usually much difficulty in

obtaining teaching employment with the B.Sc.
degree ; the subjects required for the Intermediate
B.Sc. fully provide for this. (3.) Though in all

probability there is more pleasure and culture to be
derived from the study of the Natural sciences, yet
Chemical and Physical Science have a greater

economical and commercial value, and so in the end
are undoubtedly more profitable.

Yours, etc.,

B.Sc.

NOTICES OF SOCIETIES.

Ordinary meetings arc lyiarlicd +, c.rcursions *; names 0/
personsfotlowin^ excursions a7-eo/Conductors. \ Lantern
Ittustrations.

Geologists' Association of London. Excursions.

Aug. 3-g.
—

*Derbyshire : Peak Forest—Headquarters at
Matlock Bath. One night at Castleton. H.
Arnold Bemrose, M.A., F.G.S., Dr. Wheel-
ton Hind, F.G.S., and J, Shipman, F.G.S.

Fredericic Mecson, Ctiairiitan, Exclusions Committee,
29, Tliitrlcc Place, Soittli Kensington, S. lf\

North London N.\tur..\l History Society.

Aug. 3.—tPrimitive Man in Britain. F. H. Harvey.
7.
—^Eynsford. A. U. Battley.

17.
—-tSome Microscopic Objects. F. P. Smith.

,, 26.— 'Lambourn. S. Austin.

Selborne Society—Croydon and Norwood Branch.
Aug. 19.—"Belmont, Woodmansterne, and Chipstead.
Sep. 16.—^Mitcham Common to River Wandle.
Yorkshire N.aturalists' Union.
Aug. 5-7.

—*'Stokesley.

Sept. —'Fungus Foray, Campsall Woods,
Oct, —+Annual Meeting at Harrogate.

Nottingham Natural Science Rambling Clue.
Aug. 12.— "Botanical Section. Bestwood and Redhill.

,,
26,— "Geological Section. Annual Excursion, Newark,

J. Shipman, F.G.S.
TuNKRiDGE Wells Natural History and Philosophical

Society.
Aug. 12.—"Bidhorough and Leigh (with Southborough

Field Club). Mr. Freer.
2.— 'Pembury and the Borough Waterworks.

H. S. Roberton.
.^o.-(?)*Fungus Foray. R. R. Hutchinson.
Hon. Sec A'. R. Hutchinson, 2S, Princes Street,

Sept.

North Kent Natural History 'Society.

Aug. 5.
— -Field Ramble.

,, 9.—flndustries of Animals. G. J. Sherville.

,. 23,—tPocket Box Exhibits. Thos. W, Boown, Hon.
Sec. St. John's Schools, Wellington Street
Woolwich.

Preston Scientific Socif.ty.

Aug. 26.—Morecambe and Heysham. Mr, R, Bee.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The Proprietor of Science-Gossip having decided

to manage the business department from indepen-
dent offices at no. Strand, London, W.C., all

subscriptions, advertisements and payment for ad-

vertisements must in future be sent to that address,

and no longer to the Nassau Press, which latterly

managed the commercial department for the pro-

prietor.

.SuBSCRiPTio.NS (6s. 6d.) for 'Vol. VI. are now due.

The postage of Science-Gossip is really one penny,
but only half that rate is charged to subscribers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS,
To Correspondents and Exchangers.—Science-Gossip

is published on the 25th of each month. All notes or other
communications should reach us not later than the iSth of

the month for insertion in the following: number. No com-
munications can be inserted or noticed without full name
and address of writer. Notices of chang"es of address
admitted free.

Subscriptions.—Subscriptions to Science-Gossip, which
may commence with any number, at the rate of 6j. td. for

twelve months (including- postage), should be remitted to

the Office, no, Strand, London, W.C.

The Editor is not responsible for unused MSS., neither

can he undertake to return them, unless accompanied with
stamps for return postage.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
D.D. (York).—Pag-e's Advanced Geology was recently

revised by Prof. Lapworth. Published by Blackwood.
See also Bird's Advanced Geology (Longmans) and Davis'

Elementary Geology (Collins), rewritten by Professor
Boulger.

EXCHANGES.

,

Notice.—Exchanges extending to thirty words (including

name and address) admitted free, but additional words must

be prepaid at the rate of threepence for every seven words

or less.

Offered, CM. & Lias Fossils; for:—Fossils, books, or

scientific apparatus. T. Stock, Frome Hill," RadstOck.

CoNCHOLOGiCAL or Geological Imitation Rosewood Cabinet,

Drawers, uin. X 24in. X 2iin., plate glass case. Offers,

wanted shells recent or fossil. Hugh Findon, 58, Carleton

Road, Tufnell Park, London, N.

Wanted. Specimens oiA rsfas 7-cflcxtts from British pigeons

or fowls in exchange tor Australian species, or other Colonial

ticks, unmounted preferred. R. T. Lewis
, 4, Lyndhurst

Villas, Ealing. W-
Withering's British Botany, Science-Gossip, 1872,

British Butterflies, Duncan, or Physical Geology of Great

Britain, in exchange for small water tortoises or off^crs.

W. H. Gaze, 42. Stafford Street, Norwich.

DiPTERA.— I am anxious to obtain Diptcra, simply pinned,

not set ; will supplv pins. Named Diptera, Coleoptera. or

Lepidoptera offered' in exchange. E. Brunetti, 352, Strand,

London, W.C.

Lepidoptera and Coleoptera. —5,000 Duplicates for

exchange, some rare. Send offers. P. C. Truman, Volga,

South Dakota.

Lepidoptera and Plants.—Native and exotic. Botanical

specimens from all localities desired, S. R. Carter, 665,

Huron Street, Toronto, Canada.

Okthoptera.—Wanted. Tettigidae, in view of preparing a

monograph of this group in North America and West Indies.

Dr J L. Hancock, 3148, Indiana Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

U.S.A.

British marine shc'lls wanted in exchange for foreign

shells, also small rectangular glass-topped boxes for scientific

and other books. C. S. Coles. Hoe Moor House, Hamble-

don, Hants.
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WATKINS & DONCASTER,
Naturalists and ManufactupBPS of Entomological Apparatus and Cabinets.

X./i. -'Jor £An:iUiuc ami Sitpcnority of Caf>int'is ami Apparatus., rijacuccs are p<:rmilttd to aistingunhed
Patrons and ColU^\;ci^ ^c. Cataloi^tu ((i(>pp.) sent po^t free on applUaiion.

.;J.. jt.. .6d.

. 6J.

Plain RinK Neln. Wire or Cane^ including slick,

KoMink' NcU. jN. 6d. and 4H.

I'mbrclla Net* (hclf-actinf;). 7".

P^vkct Uoxco, tx!. ; cortcJ Ivth sides, ijd.. ir.. and

Zinc Kflnxinjf Hoxch. od.. is., iv 6d.. and is.

Nested Chip Ho)t«i, 4 dozen 8d.. is. od. t^ros^.

EvnloouftofiCical Pinji, mixed, is. 6d. oz.

Su^ariiu; Lnntcrnj*. *•». 6d. to los. 6d.

Suirarinj; Tin. with brush, is. Od.. js.

Sui;arin^ Mixture. read> for use. is. yd. [Jer ttn.

Mite Dcmtroycr (not daiikrerous to une), is. 6d. per lb.

Store Hoxes. with Camphor Cells, js. 6d.. 4s.. 5s. and Os.

Ditto. Btx»k Pattern, 8s. t>d.. 9s. 6d.. and los. 6d.

SellinK' Boards, flat or oval, t in.. 6d.; ijin.. Sd.; i^in., «>!.; j in.,

lud. ; j) in.. IS. ; jin., ts. jd. ; 3^ in., is. 4il. ; 4 in., is. txl.

;

4jin., IS. 8J. ;5in., is. lod. Complete set of 14 Kiards. 10s. 6d.

Setting Houses, 9s. 6d. and iis. 6tl.. with corked back. 14s.

Zinc Larva Boxes, gd., is. Brass Chloroform Bottle. -'.

Breeding caRe, J-i. 6d., 4s., 5s.. and 7». 6d.

Taxidermlht's Companion,- 1".**,, a ptv-ket leather case, containing
most useful instruments for skinning^, los. 6d.

Scalpels. IS. _^d. ; Label Lists of Birds' E^ffs, 3d.. 4d., 6d.

Scissors, [KT pair. js. Settinf,' .Veedles. 3d. and 6d, per btix.

Coleopterisi's ColleciinK Bottle, uith tube, is. 6d.. is. 8d.

Bk>t;inic:il Cases,japanned double tin. is.6d., 8S.9d., js. 6d.,4>. 6d.

Botanic.'il Paper, is. id., is. 4d., is. gd., as. ad. per quire. [7s. 6d.

InstfCt C.Tscs. imitation m.'ihonany. as. 6d. to iiii.

Cement for replacin^j .\ntenn;u. 6d. per bottle.

Forceps for removing insects, is. 6d., as., js. 6d. per pair.

Cabinet Cork. 7 by 3J, best quality, is. 4d. per dozen sheets.

Pupa Dijrf^ers, in leather sheath, is. 9J. Insixrt Lens, is. to 8»*.

Glass Top and Glass Bottomed Boxes, from is. 4d. per dozen.
Label Lists of British Hutlertlles. ad.

Ditto Land and Fresh-Water Shells, ed.

Erk' Drills, ad.. 3d., is., ; MeLil Blow Pipe, 4d. and 6d.

Our new Label List oi British Macro-Lepidoptera, with I^tin and
Fnf<lish Names, is. 6d. Our new Caialog^ueof British Lepidop-
icra, every species numbered, is. ; or oj\ one hide for Labels, as.

./// Aftirlcti inumcrattd are kcf>t in s/ikX' and can />!: sent immcdiatfly on r,c£ipt 0/ ordir.

The "DIXON " LAMP NET (invaluable for taking Mollis of Sfreel Lamps without climbing the lamp posts), 2s. 6d.

CABINETS. Special Show Room.
The following arc the prices of a few of the smaller sizes ; for measurements and I.irgcr sizes see catalogue.

Minerals and Dried
Plants. Fossils, C&c.

25s-

45?-

Insect. . Eggs.
Minerals and Dried
Plants, Fossils, &c.

Inso

1 Drawers .

.

13s. 6d. .. 12 s, od. .... los. 6d. 8 Drawers - 33J'

(J Drawers . 17s. 6d. . . . 16s. 6d. .... 15s. cmJ. 10 Drawers .... ... 45s

Eggs.

30s.

jCs.

A LARGE STOCK OF INSECTS' AND BIRDS' EGGS.
Birds, Mammals, &c., Preserved and Mounted by First-class Workmen.

36, STRAND, W.C. (Five Doors from Charing Cross).

The Automatic Cyclostyle,
THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DUPLICATING APPARATUS.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS JUST MADE.

For printinij Reiv>n>. .S|h..i-

fications. i*rice l.ists. &c., it i.s

inv.iltialilc and soon repays it-^

CO"*!.

A FEW ADVANTAGES.

I. -No skill requireil. The
work being done hv the
Machine automat icnilv, a
no^ ice can at once obtain per-

fect ixipies.

J. —Great uniformity of
copies. The pressure Iicin^

constant •'ind regular, the
c«.>pics are all alike.

3.—The process of re-inkintf

is made much easier i

EDITOR OF

" iVc can xvcll

to Secretaries oj

others for preparin,^

or other documents.'

"SCtEHCE GOSSIP "says: 1

(MAY, '98, No.) I

rccom/ru'.d /A/s Jtachinc
j

Scientific .* ocictics and
vianifofd copies of notices

!

cleaner. One inkinj^ sutlices
tor 100 1*1 ioo copies, but j.ooo
copies may be taken from one
slenc-l.

4.— Equally adapted for re-

priHlucing- written or type-
written matter.

5.—Great spet^d in taking
copies. It is only necessary
to turn a linndle which lifts

and lowers the frame, and time
is gained by having^ a less
number \^i re-inkinps.

6.—The difRculties which
frequently .irisc in the working
I'f other liuplic.iting apparatus
cntirelv dispensed with in the
CYCLOSTYLE.

COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR REPRODUCING HANDWRITING.
Oruivo si/.c, £3 lOS. ; <Jii:irto si/e, £4 I5s, ; l-\>.)l.s('ap si/.f, £5-

Extras for Reproducing Typewriting: Octavo size, lOs. 6cl, ; (Juarto size, lis. 6cl. ; Foolsrap size, K2s. 6cl. ;

Killed willt Unin<'Uable Rollers for Hot < 'limales, £1 ISa extra, any size up to Foolscap.

To those retjiAring a cheaper process, less easy of manipulation, the following is suitable :

—

THE "NEO-CYCLOSTYLE" HAND-ROLLER PROCESS.
I'riois iVhii 25s. I'miitlialilo Rollers for lim Climates supplied ai an cxtr.i c.i^t.

THE CYCLOSTYLE COMPANY, 34, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.G.



5CIENCE-GOSSIP.

JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS, LTD.,
Clieniical, Philosophical, and Photographic Instrument Makers.

MAKERS TO THE APMIRALTV. WAR DEPARTMENT. INDIA <S- COLONIAL GOrERNMENTS:

Physical and Chemical Apparatus of Every Description.

=o
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HOLLOWAY'S PATENT GAS FUKNACE
"WITH GBUTIN'S RADIAL BURNER.

Most Powerful and Reliable, NO BELLOWS! NO GAUZES! NO SMOKE!
CHFMIC^L \hn "i Septemht-r 23, /SgS, />. 157 :—"Suitable for all the ordinary work of a laboratory, the

\anous improM-ments in its construction also g-reatly facilitating" tlie work done with it."

flte^l

This Furnace, in addition to its cheapness, possesses several advantages over other reverberatory laboratory gas furnaces. The
body is separate from the base, which extends forward, and forms a convenient stand for hot crucibles, etc.. and for the furnace doors.
The material of which it is made is such that althoug-h. like all internally-fired g-as furnaces, it will crack, the crack is usually a single
one, which can be readily closed up if desired, with fireclay.

Full particulars of above, or complete General Catalogue, on application.

20-26, SARDINIA STREET, Lincoln's Inn Fields, LONDON, W.C.

JAMES J. HICKS, 8,9,& 10. Hauon Garden, London,
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKER TO THE WAR OFFICE,

INDIA OFFICE, ADMIRALTY, &c.

IS SOLE MAKER OF THE NEW
PATENT

MOUNTAIN ANEROID BAROMETER.

The only Aneroid that can be thrown in and
out of action as required, and which, when
out of action, is absolutely impervious to the
influence of variations in atmospheric pres-
sure. Travellers and Surveyors will now be
able to ascertain correct altitudes owing to
the marvellous accuracy of this Instrument,
which is described atlength by Mr. Wm'MPiiR,
tht^ distinguished Alpine climber, in the
" Times" of December 17, i8g8.

It is made in Aluminium for lightness, in

either 3-inch or 4^-inch sizes, with SHng
Leather Case. ^^^^^^,
Scale to Scale to

5,000 feet . . £5 5s. 15,000 feet . , £5
£6

£5 5s. 15,000 feet .

£5 los. 20,000 ,, .

15s.

OS.

HICKS'5 famous Student's MICROSCOPE
( Right-hand Illustration)

With A E\"epiece, Double Mirror, Brass Slipping Stage, Sliding Draw Tube 2 in.

long, I Objective dividing \. \ and 1 inch. Coarse and Fine Adjustment, Live

Cage, Forceps and Condenser, in neat Mahogany Cabinet, with lock and key.

Price, £3 15s. Ocl,

MAKER of all kinds of 5tandard Barometers and Thermometers.

Illustrated Price Lists FREE <^\\ Application.

London : Pnnted b>- the Botoi.ph PrilSS, L!MIti;d, Sweedland Court, Bishopsgate Street, and Middlesex Street, E.C.
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